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A Model for Effective Use of Video Materials to Develop
Listening Comprehension of Japanese Learners of English

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

When English instruction was initiated in Japan approximately 100
years ago, the Japanese people had a great deal to learn about the world of
the West. The most effective, as well as the only practical, way to learn about

the West at that time was through study of print media. Teaching methods
were based upon a traditional grammar-translation methodology, with rela-

tively little attention paid to the learning of oral skills (Ito, 1978). Japanese
learners digested Western ideas thoroughly by intensive reading of books

written in English. Without the adoption of this approach to learning English, Japan would not have achieved its present levels of technological,
economic, and social prosperity (Watanabe, 1975). A number of educators in

the United States have recognized Japan's educational system for its excellence (Becker, 1990; Rohlen, 1983; Vogel, 1979). In 1983, the National Com-

mission on Excellence in Education gave Japan noteworthy mention in A
Nation at Risk, a serious publication on American education.

Over the years, alternative methods of English language instruction
have been introduced in Japan. Some of them have been put to practical use,

while others have faded into disuse. The grammar-translation method has
remained the method most commonly used by Japanese teachers of English.

At present, it is the principal method used in English instruction at the senior high and college levels. Other methods which have been influential
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are the oral method, the oral approach, and the communicative approach

(Okuda, 1985). These three methods are used to teach introductory materials
in English instruction at the junior high level.

All Japanese students are required to study English at the junior and
senior high levels. With advice and encouragement from their parents,
teachers, or others who stress the importance of English language study,

students are well-motivated when they begin study. At this stage, almost all
students take a great interest in the study of English because of the novelty
of the subject (Samimy & Adams, 1991). It would appear that they begin the
study expecting to be able to converse with English-speaking people from

other cultures in the near future. However, after several months, they begin
to lose interest. The novelty has worn off and they have encountered the

difficulty of the process. They also have discovered that their English
teachers do not emphasize oral skills in the subject (Samimy & Adams, 1991).

For Japanese students, learning English is not an option; it is a key to

academic, as well as personal, achievement. In Japan, students need to take
entrance examinations to enter high schools as well as universities.
Knowledge of English is one of the most important qualifications to satisfy.

Most Japanese students desire to pass the entrance examinations for the
high schools and universities of their choice; therefore, they are strongly

motivated to study English. Desperate efforts are concentrated upon
acquiring the kinds of English skills required by the high schools or

universities of choice. Translation and grammar are the areas that most
universities concentrate upon in their qualifying examination questions.

Thus, the grammar-translation method has prevailed in the mainstream of
Japanese English instruction, at the cost of development of oral skills.
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Statement of the Problem
Traditional methods of teaching English in Japan have worked well;

rather, they used to work well. Needs of Japanese learners of English are

different now. What the Japanese need currently is English to be taught as a
means of communication. Who would suspect that after six years of English

study, Japanese secondary students would not be able to speak the language
or comprehend it when spoken?

At present, the most crucial issue in English language instruction in

Japan is that the language is not taught as a means of oral communication.
The issue is urgent since, beginning in 1994, all high school English teachers
will be required to teach a new course, Oral Communication, which will

involve instruction in listening and speaking skills (Mombusho, 1988). Three
oral communication courses have been proposed: Oral Communication A,
which focuses on conversational English; Oral Communication B, which
focuses on listening comprehension; and Oral Communication C, which

focuses on discussion and debate in English. For the first time in the history

of English language instruction in Japan, teachers will be required to provide
daily instruction in oral communication.

Many Japanese language teachers and scholars are pessimistic about
the success of the new subject. When English I1A, the purpose of which was

to teach conversational English, was introduced in 1983, almost no schools

offered the course. The underlying reason was clear -- Japanese teachers were
not confident in their own oral communication skills. It would seem then

that unless teachers feel they will be able to handle the instructional
responsibilities effectively, the new initiative to include oral communication

in English language instruction in Japan will also fail.
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One way to encourage the English teachers would be to provide them

with appropriate teaching materials and to train them in the use of these
materials. The materials must be suited to teaching oral communication
skills. Since the teachers will teach students in nearly identical classroom
situations, the success or failure of instruction in the new course may rest

upon the teaching materials, which is a variable in this area of teaching that
can be most readily manipulated in a short time

.

Purpose of the Study

The focus of this study is upon one area to be taught in the new course,
listening skills. The goal of the study is to develop and field test a model for

using video materials to teach skills that will enhance Japanese students'
comprehension of spoken English.

Research questions to be addressed in the course of the study are:
1. What should be the theoretical framework for the model?
2. Does the proposed model have validity?

3. What criteria should be considered in selecting video materials?
4. Can the model be implemented effectively?

Rationale for the Study

Japanese teachers of English will ultimately be responsible for the

improvement of English language instruction in Japan (Wada, 1987). It is

neither practical nor desirable to have native speakers take over tasks that
Japanese teachers should perform. It is not practical because there is a
limited supply of competent EFL (English as a foreign language) teachers in
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Japan whose native language is English. At present, there are more than
13,500,000 Japanese students at the junior high, senior high, and college
levels who are studying English (Keizai Koho Center, 1990). The use of
native speakers is not necessarily desirable in some types of exercises.

Though they may be better able to demonstrate oral skills in English, they

may not have the insights that Japanese teachers have into the difficulties of
learning English as a foreign language. One native speaker probably cannot
demonstrate various styles of speaking in a wider range of sociolinguistic

settings. The communication value of video films such as the combination of

sound and vision, paralinguistic information, and the setting of the
communication is usually quite beyond the resources of the language teacher
to produce (Lonergan, 1984). In this respect video is a valuable medium for
intensive analysis of visual and nonverbal features of spoken discourse
(Hristova, 1990). Video technology is in place in all Japanese senior high
schools. Japanese teachers are using video movies or off-air recordings of

television programs to teach other subjects. There is no reason, therefore,
why Japanese teachers of English should not be able to use video materials in
Oral Communication classes.

Assumptions of the Study

1. Each evaluator (i.e., questionnaire reviewer, Delphi panelist, teacher
or student field test participant) will respond openly and honestly to
questionnaire items, that is, not hold back true opinions.
2. The video materials selected for field tests will be acceptable to both

teachers and students and encourage their participation in the study.
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Limitation of the Study
The model was designed specifically for use with Japanese high school

students in EFL (English as a foreign language) situations. Therefore the
conclusions or recommendations of this study may not be generalizable for

Japanese students who study the language in English-speaking
environments. The focus of the study was limited to Japanese high schoolage learners of English and, therefore, the findings may not be generalized
for other cultures.
About the Researcher

The researcher is a native of Japan. He taught English in three high
schools in Japan for a total of 28 years. He intends to return home to teach
Japanese students after the completion of his doctoral program. He received
his baccalaureate from Hosei University in Tokyo and did his doctoral studies

at Oregon State University. He also has attended various English teachers'
seminars, including one in University of Reading in England. He is a
member of the Language Laboratory Association (LLA) in Japan. He used
video materials in a high school language laboratory for many years.
Definition of Terms

ESL: (English as a second language): Applied to learning English, which
is not one's mother tongue, within a culture where English is (a) the
native language (e.g., United States, England, Canada) or (b) an
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accepted lingua franca used for education, government, or business
within the country (e.g., India or the Philippines).

EFL: (English as a foreign language): Applied to learning English, which
is not one's mother tongue, within a culture where English is a

non-native language and there are limited opportunities to
use/observe the language within the environment of one's own

culture (e.g., Japan).

Ll:

A native language which an individual acquires as a mother tongue.

L2:

A language which an individual learns as a second or foreign

language other than his/her native tongue.
Encode: The process through which a speaker conveys his or her thoughts
by means of a verbal message (i.e., put thought into linguistic form).

Input: Language as heard from any source, including personal
conversation, teacher presentation, television, video, computer, tape
recording, and so on.

Intake: Input accepted by the learner and processed for storage in short- or
long-term memory.

Display: To produce excerpted images from off-air recordings or recorded

materials commercially available.
Off-Air Recording: Recording from a broadcast or cable television signal.

TPR: (Total Physical Response): A language teaching methodology

developed by James J. Asher. Learners listen to commands, to which

they are required to respond with actions. The process does not

require students to imitate what they hear or to produce utterances of
their own.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The purpose of the review of literature was to explore topics relevant to
the development of a model for using video materials to develop listening

comprehension of Japanese learners of English. Areas discussed in this

chapter are (a) English language education issues in Japan, (b) general
learning theory, (c) instructional design theory, (d) language acquisition
theory, (e) communicative competence theory, (f) cross-cultural aspects of

language learning, (g) listening comprehension and video instruction, and (h)
legal issues regarding classroom use of video materials.

English Language Education Issues in Japan
Almost all Japanese youth learn English at school. However, the public
schools do not teach English as a means of oral communication. Those who
wish to learn to communicate in English are obliged to enroll in special

language schools, where they relearn the language to speak and understand

orally. Everywhere in Japan, there are countless numbers of private English
language schools with large enrollments (Samimy & Adams, 1991).

Each year in Japan, more than 1,500,000 people take the Standardized
Test of English Proficiency (STEP, 1989). This number surpasses the number
of TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) applicants, about
1,200,000, from 154 nations throughout the world (Education Testing Service,

1992). The STEP has gained wide acceptance with the Japanese because it
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contains listening and speaking components as well as those for reading and
writing.

It is almost impossible to find a university in the United States in

which Japanese students are not enrolled. In 1991, there were a total of
36,610 Japanese students enrolled in American institutions of learning
(Institute of International Education, 1991). One of the principal purposes of

Japanese students pursuing a period of study in the United States is to learn
the language.
The phenomena cited above indicate that English language education

in Japanese public schools is not taught in the manner that learners wish it
would be taught. As discussed in Chapter 1, English language education in
Japanese schools is directly focused on English requirements of college

entrance examinations. At present, only 38 percent of all Japanese high
school graduates continue in higher education (Yomiuri, 1992). Yet all

students, whether they intend to pursue higher education or not, are obliged
to study examination requirement English. In effect, the needs of the
majority of high schools students are ignored.

It is not surprising that there have been critical remarks addressed
toward English language education in Japan, from sources within as well as
outside the country (Imamura, 1987; Milward, 1978; Nakane, 1990; Peterson,

1978). As early as 1969, Dr. John B. Carrol (Serizawa, 1978) pointed out that

"the Japanese must enormously increase their facility and fluency in the use
of English for communication if Japan is to take its rightful place among the
developed nations of the world" (p. 883). In 1970, Dr. Edward 0. Reischauer

recommended that Japanese teachers of English be retrained (Reischauer,
1970). From these critical comments, as well as the phenomena cited, it is

obvious that English is not currently taught as it should be and
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communication-oriented instruction should be introduced to a greater degree.

The current generation of teachers has not been trained in the methodologies
of oral communication instruction. As Torii (1978) observed, Japanese

teachers of English express little confidence in their own abilities in the areas
of listening and speaking.
The growing demand for educational reform has not been ignored by

the Ministry of Education in Japan, which is charged with supervision of

English instruction at the junior and senior high levels. The Ministry has
determined to offer a new course, Oral Communication, beginning in 1994.

This course will require preparation and retraining on the part of high school
teachers of English.

General Learning Theory

Since the present study concerns foreign language instruction, the
theoretical background of language teaching/learning, in the context of
consideration of general theory, is examined in this section.

The primary reason why teachers exist is to realize learning among
students. However, to even begin to define learning in this sense leads to
encounters with a number of variations upon the common theme. Kimble
and Garmezy (1968) wrote that "learning is relatively permanent change in
behavioral tendency and is the result of reinforced practice" (p. 262). In turn,
Gagne (1970) defined learning as follows:

A learning event, then, takes place when the stimulus situation affects
the learner in such a way that this performance changes from time
before being in that situation to a time after being in it. The change in
performance is what leads to the conclusion that learning has occurred.
(p. 5)
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Overall, the description by Barlow (1985) seemingly provides the most

comprehensive description of learning. He defined learning as (a) a change in
behavior due to experience (i.e., behaviorist theory); (b) a change in

behavioral repertoire due to experience (i.e., social learning theory of
Bandura, 1969); and (c) the personal discovery by an individual of his/her

relationship to an object, an event, a process, an idea, other persons, a God or

self. The latter quality may or may not be an outward behavior that is
quantitatively measurable as a result of an inner discovery.
The above definitions are of interest insofar as they gradually move
from observable outer behavioral changes due to direct experiences to
behavioral changes derived from modeling others, and finally to unobservable

changes within the human mind. The question, then, is how do these
changes occur, or how does learning take place? To respond to this question,

three streams of perception must be investigated: behaviorism, cognitive
learning, and humanistic psychology.
Behaviorism
Behaviorism has been the most influential psychology developed

during the last century. Behaviorists believe that the data of psychology
should be the observable response. Thus, mentalistic concepts such as mind
and consciousness are of relatively less importance (Barlow, 1985). The
behaviorist school consists of three variants: classical conditioning, as
originally presented by Pavlov (Thorndike, 1949; Watson, 1913); operant

conditioning (Skinner, 1957); and social learning (Bandura, 1969).

Classical conditioning. The Russian psychologist Pavlov is credited as
the originator of classical behaviorism because of his well-known stimulus

experiments with dogs. Watson (1913), who subsequently amplified
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Pavlovian theory, coined the term behaviorism to describe the stimulusresponse (S-R) phenomenon. Watson posited that human behavior could be

studied through the application of this theory, while at the same time
rejecting such aspects as mentalism as the influence of the mind, feelings, or

sensations. Thorndike (1949) further refined behaviorist learning theory. He
referred to his approach as connectionism. In this sense, learning involves the

formation of connections between stimulus and response. That is, learning
involves the imprint of S-R bonds, whereas forgetting is the reverse of the
process (Barlow, 1985). In Thorndike's law of effect, a response (i.e., a
behavior) is strengthened if followed by pleasure and weakened if followed by

displeasure. Similarly, according to the law of multiple responses, when an
individual is faced with too difficult a problem, he/she engages in a variety of

responses until a satisfying effect is produced. Thus, problems are solved
through the application of a trial-and-error methodology, an approach which

has served to identify Thorndike with the theory of trial-and-error learning.
In appearance, classical conditioning is mechanical in nature, leaving
little room for cognitive processing on the part of the learner. It is as if there
were no kind of purposefulness among humankind. As discussed in the
following section, this simplification has given rise to considerable opposition

to behaviorism, on the part of cognitive psychologists. Nonetheless, several

useful principles have been derived from the theoretical framework of

behaviorism. Hilgard and Bower (1966) argued that it is important that the

role of the learner be active rather than passive. Though this active status
does not necessarily imply behaviors which are wholly overt, it is

nevertheless true that S-R emphasizes the nature of learner responses. The
importance of reinforcement and frequent repetition is also stressed,
requiring that a response from the student be obtained whenever possible
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(Lefrancois, 1975). Ultimately, it may be stated that despite the controversy
surrounding the issue of the primacy of S-R reactions in learning patterns,
some of the more important elements derived from classical behaviorist
conditioning retain their significance in modern learning theory.
Operant conditioning. To some extent, Skinner (1957) was in

agreement with theories of classical conditioning, but at the same time he

took them one step further. This step was based upon the existence of
important classes of behaviors which are not elicited by known stimuli, but

which are emitted from within the responding organism itself. Skinner
referred to these behaviors as operants, or operations performed by an
organism. In the view of classical conditioning, the organism reacts to the
environment, whereas from the viewpoint of operant behavior, the organism

acts upon the environment. It was Skinner's belief that the most significant
human behaviors were those which could be classed as operant behaviors.
Moreover, there were relatively few readily observable stimuli that led to
known behaviors. In this theory, the link was formed between response and

reinforcement, and not between stimulus and response. What in essence took
place when an emitted response was reinforced was the increased probability

that it would be repeated.
Though most of Skinner's (1957) experiments were performed on

animals, applications of this theory have had a marked impact on

understanding of human learning and education. In Verbal Behavior,
Skinner described language as a system of verbal operants. With the
subsequent Technology of Teaching (1968), an entire new era of language

teaching was opened. In this new approach, a classroom could be considered

to be like a Skinner box, with the teachers as the powerful dispensers of
reinforcement. They smile or frown, they approve or disapprove verbally,
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they award high or low grades, they grant or withhold privileges. By means
of this pattern of reinforcement (positive/negative), the teacher shapes the
behaviors of the students.
Social learning theory. Social learning theory, as identified with

Bandura (1969), states that individual learning takes place through imitation
or modeling. Bandura stated that what a child learns is derived from active
modeling (i.e., imitation) of what he/she sees or hears others say or do.
According to Barlow (1985), Bandura's principal contribution consisted of the

effort to develop an all-inclusive approach to learning. Viewed primarily as a

behaviorist, Bandura nonetheless perceived behaviors, internal cognitive

structures, and the environment as interacting elements within a whole.
Humans are thus shaped not only by their environment, but they interact
with the environment by choosing and shaping it. An important aspect of
this theory is the insistence that individuals may learn new responses by
observing the behaviors of others.
Cognitive Learning Theory

Three important psychologists are considered to be the principal

representatives of cognitive learning theory: Piaget (1952 , 1970), Bruner
(1960, 1966, 1971), and Ausubel (1963, 1968). Piaget posited that children

have a built-in desire to learn and that learning is thus its own reward.
Thus, a child who actively processes stimuli within his/her environment into
sensible patterns will be rewarded by a sense of personal satisfaction and will

not require other rewards.
A clear demarcation exists between this theory and behaviorist theory.
According to behaviorism, the child is given tasks and is then rewarded upon

their completion. In contrast, from the Piaget view, as the child actively
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processes his/her interactions with objects, events, or people, the child's own
conceptions (i.e., schema) of how they all fit together are formed in what

amounts to a self-rewarding process. According to Barlow (1985), the latter

process of learning acquisition is much more meaningful and permanent than
ideas or a set of ideas acquired from learning materials arranged by others.
Bruner (1960, 1966, 1971) developed an alternative approach, based on

cognitive structures, to programmed, or discovery learning. In The Process of

Education (1960), he stated that students should be assisted in grasping the
overall structure of a given field. It was his contention that retention would
be more probable since the learning of principles which can be applied to

various situations in the future would occur and a solid foundation for the
mastery of material of even greater difficulty would be provided.

Ausubel (1963, 1968) was concerned with the meaningful learning of

verbal materials. Given the language-centered focus of formal learning,
Ausubel insisted on the primacy of meaningful verbal instruction and

learning. He believed that the human brain functions best when the
instruction is clearly presented. Ausubel thereby developed several
principles to facilitate the learning of new materials, including the concepts of
advanced organizers, progressive differentiation, integrative reconciliation,
and consolidation.

Ausubel contended that learning occurs in the human organism
through the meaningful process of relating new items to already existing

concepts. That is, to learn is to subsume materials to existing cognitive

structures. Thus, learning is dependent upon the existence of an equivalent

representation in the mind to an external stimulus to provide meaning. In
this sense, there must be something in the learner's consciousness to which
the object of the process can be equated (Lefrancois, 1975). In the manner in
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which the theory was intended, that something was labeled the cognitive

structure. For example, the word computer is meaningful to an individual
only when that person has a preexisting mental representation of the
computer.

Cognitive learning may be more easily understood when it is placed in

contrast with rote learning to meaningful learning (Brown, 1987). Rote
learning is the process of acquiring information as "discrete and relatively

isolated entities that are relatable to cognitive structure only in an arbitrary
and verbatim fashion, not permitting the establishment of meaningful
relationships" (Ausubel, 1968, p. 108).

Humanistic Psychology

Contemporary human learning can be usefully discussed only in the
context of humanistic psychology. As exemplars of this approach, Maslow
(1954) and Rogers (1951) were in agreement on the need to facilitate the

self-actualization of the learner. The learner as a student has a "human
potential," and it is the highest priority that he/she discovers the nature of
that potential and develops it in order to become a fully functional human
being. Rogers (1969) viewed the teaching/learning process as follows: (a)

human beings have a natural potential for learning; (b) significant learning
takes place when the subject matter is perceived by students as relevant to
their own purposes; (c) learning involves a change in self-organization, or in

the perception of the self; (d) learning that is threatening to the self is more
easily perceived and assimilated when the external threat is minimized; (f) if
the threat to the self is low, experience can be perceived in a differentiated
fashion and learning will proceed; (g) to a considerable degree, significant

learning is acquired by doing; (h) learning is facilitated when students
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participate responsibly in the learning process; (i) self-intiated learning that
involves the whole person of the learner, feelings as well as intellect, is the
most lasting and pervasive type of learning; (j) independence, creativity, and
self-reliance are facilitated when self-criticism and self-evaluation are basic
to the process, and evaluation by others is of secondary importance; and (1)

the most socially useful learning in the modern world is learning about the
process of learning, evoking continuous openness to experience and the
incorporation into the self of the process of change.

It may be observed that the humanism of Rogers, which is more fully

connected to the internal aspects of the human, is significantly different from
either the scientific analysis of Skinnerian psychology or the rationalism of
Ausubel. The concepts Rogers presented may be usefully applied to second

language teaching/learning, especially those directed at adult learners. As
Brown (1987) noted, Rogers' emphasis on student-centered teaching, or

rather the shift of focus from teaching to learning, was a significant
contribution to the redefinition of the education process. To adapt Rogers'

concepts to language teaching and learning, Brown has recommended that

the teacher assure that the learner has a sense of self and is encouraged to
communicate this sense of self to others freely and nondefensively. Thus,

teachers as facilitators must nurture the learning context, and classroom
activities and the materials of language learning should be based upon
meaningful, relevant, and interesting contexts of genuine communications
between persons jointly engaged in the process of becoming persons.

Adult Development and Learning
Though each human develops differently, there are some common

characteristics of development placed within a chronological process. Thus, it
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is important that educators understand the psychological, as well as the
physiological and sociological development of humans. Given the focus of this

investigation upon language learning, psychological development should

perhaps be accorded the greatest priority among these aspects of the
development process.

Erikson (1980) perceived that there are eight stages of psychological

development, a process which continues over the entire human life span.

Within this process, a gradual stepwise sense of identity emerges. Thus, the
individual passes successfully through eight crises or dilemmas over the
course of a lifetime. Each stage is defined by pairs of opposing possibilities,

such as trust versus mistrust or intimacy versus isolation, placed in a
sequential but not fully hierarchical framework (Bee, 1987). A similar
concept was presented by Loevinger (1976), who perceived a 10-step process

of ego development that was more hierarchical than Erickson's approach. An
individual moves to the next stage only when the current stage has been fully
developed. According to the timing model of Perun and Bilby (Bee, 1987),

each individual moves at his/her own pace and speed through a separate

temporal progression, thus creating a unique pattern.
To these theories, Maslow (1954, 1970) contributed the concept of the
development of motives or needs. To Maslow, all human motives could be
viewed as a part of one of two groups: deficiency motives or being motives.

Deficiency motives included physiological, safety, love and belonging, and

self-esteem needs and were common to all of animal life. In contrast, being

motives were distinctly human motives, reflected in the uniquely human
desire to discover and understand, give love to others, and press for the
optimum fulfillment of inner potentials.
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Though it is true that developmental stages of adult learning are
regarded as universal phenomena, it is also true that psychological,
sociological, and physiological developmental processes differ from one group

of people to the next. These three factors of development are perceived as

intertwined with one another to constitute the developmental patterns that
are specific to each individual culture. American youth, who are raised in a

culture which values individuality, and Japanese youth, who are raised in a
group-oriented culture, are sure to react differently to the same learning

situations.
For the present study, the focus is on learners 16-22 years of age, those

whose identities and egos are either established or are in the process of being

established. To this age group, the human and interpersonal climate is a
crucial element in their ability to effectively realize their abilities to learn.
Therefore, teaching principles should not be limited to pedagogy, but should

be more consciously directed toward androgynous concerns. For the most
part, behaviorists are not concerned with the psychological climate. They do

grant that a healthy human and interpersonal climate may reinforce desired
behaviors, especially in the areas of motivation and the maintenance of
learning. A climate which approves and praises new behaviors will
encourage the maintenance of those behaviors, especially if it encompasses

encouragement of the frequent practice of the new behaviors
Cognitive theorists perceive the importance of a psychological climate

based upon order, clearly defined goals, careful explanations, and
opportunities to question. Among humanistic psychologists, Knowles (1984)

emphasized the importance of the learners' awareness of the need to know,
encouraged in a comfortable climate in which learners are able to enjoy a

safe, caring, accepting, trusting, respectful, and understanding atmosphere.
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Thus, in Knowles' view, human relationships are to be based upon supportive

interpersonal relations in a norm of interactive participation where
collaboration is emphasized rather than competition.
In Erikson's (1980) taxonomy, Japanese high school students are in the
stage of identity versus role confusion; in Loevinger's (1976) they are at the

conscientious stage. In either case, they are at the stage in life where they
develop their own values and goals and there is a shift from the here-and-now

orientation of the child to a future orientation (Bee, 1987). As learners, they
now are able to perceive their own futures and to define their own goals. This

has implications for EFL instruction in Japan. Though the English language
is not used as a means of communication in Japanese students' daily lives,

they can be encouraged to learn it in the interest of future careers, for
purposes of travel abroad, for self-development, or even just for the pleasure

of learning. Whatever the motives of individual students, foreign language
learning will be enhanced if the learners are placed within a comfortable
learning climate (Knowles, 1984).

Instructional Design Theory

Whatever the educational activity in which humans are involved, it
must be made effective. Effective teaching requires the application of a
strategy. Since a sound instructional design is the key to effective teaching,
Johnson and Foa (1989) have defined it as "a systematic process that creates
efficient and effective instructional programs based on an analysis of

learners, content, and the learning environment; an academic discipline and
body of knowledge" (p. 194). The principal difference between instructional

design approach and the traditional approach of education lies in the
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difference between a learner-centered orientation and a subject-centered
orientation.

The traditional approach is oriented to the subject matter. In
traditional instruction, the teacher asks such questions as: What is
important about the content? How can I best present it so that it will be
understood by the students? Assuredly, these are questions also asked by the

teacher who uses instructional design. However, this teacher asks other
questions as well, such as: What does the learner presently know? What does
the learner need to know? What conditions will affect and facilitate his/her
learning? How does one know when he/she has learned it? (Johnson, 1989).

A second characteristic of instruction design approach is that the
teacher consciously uses a systematic process to create better instruction.
Gagne and Briggs (1974) assumed that valid instructional design (a) must be

aimed at aiding individual learning, (b) is presented in phases that reflect
both immediate and longer range goals, (c) can exercise great effect upon

individual human development to the degree that it is systematic, (d) should
be based upon a systematic approach, and (e) must be based upon knowledge
of how humans learn.

Concern for the integration of each part of the learning process into a

total teaching and learning atmosphere is implicit in the discussion of

systematic instructional design. For the most effective results in this process,
each of the components must be structured to work in unison with the others.
The core components of systematic instructional design, as proposed by

Glaser (1962) include (a) instructional goals, or system objectives; (b)
entering behaviors, or subject inputs; (c) instructional procedures, or system
operators; and (d) performance assessment, or output monitoring. The

structure of this system is diagrammed in Figure 2.1.
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Research and Development
Logistics

1. Instructional
Goals

3. Instructional
Procedures

2. Entering
Behavior

4. Performance
Assessment

Figure 2.1 Component phases of an instructional
system (Glaser, 1962).
Johnson (1989) argued that instructional design should be based upon the

three different patterns for the social sciences, the management and
engineering sciences, and the information (computer) sciences. This concept is

represented in Figure 2.2.

Social Science
Behavioral Psychology
Developmental Psychology
Social Psychology
Cognitive Psychology

Information Science
nstructional
Theory

structional

Technology

10

Communications
A-V Media
Information Management
Computer Science

Instructional
Management

Management Science/Engineering
Systems Analysis
Organizational development
Operation Research
Project Management

Figure 2.2 Origins and components of instructional design
and development (Johnson, 1989).
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Social Sciences

Behavioral psychology (e.g., reinforcement and behavior modification),

developmental psychology (e.g., the learning and developmental stages),
social psychology (i.e., behavior modeling), and cognitive psychology (i.e.,

multiple intelligences) each exercise an influence upon instructional design.
Sternberg (1985) proposed the existence of a "triarchic of human intelligence"

comprised of contextual, experimental, and componential sub theories. By
contextual, he meant that context influences intelligence in specific ways; the

experiential suggests that each individual makes use of prior experiences to
form his/her intelligence; and the componential posits that there are

underlying cognitive structures that determine human intelligence. These
subtheories, which are consistent with the element of instructional design
summarized above, point clearly to the need to

(a) understand the environment, the context for learning, in relation to
the subject matter to be learned and to the learner; (b) understand the
learner's experience relative to that context; and (c) understand the
cognitive structures relevant for that particular learning task
(Johnson, 1989, p. 9).
Management/Engineering Sciences

Systems analysis, as derived from management and engineering
sciences, is an important component of the principles of instructural design.
According to Johnson (1989), the characteristic concepts of management and
engineering sciences are:

1. Importance of the initial analysis; that is, if the problem is
understood, then the solutions will be appropriate.

2. Smaller items are easier to handle than larger items; that is,
complex projects are manageable to the degree they are broken into smaller
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components, thus allowing the identification of strategies and activities that
are likely to enhance the student's learning experiences.
3. Cooperative operation; that is, complex instructional problems are
solved by combining the knowledge and abilities of more than one specialist,

as opposed to reliance upon a single instructor.
Information Sciences

Information sciences, as a relatively new field, has been the source of

important contributions to instructional design theory, a factor which is

particularly true in relation to the use of the media. Recent research in this
area has contributed to the more reasoned and effective use of technology in

teaching. Among the various media, the computer has arrived as a
superpower. Computer technology is significant for instructional design since
the computer can provide a range and flexibility otherwise not available as a
learning tool, thus providing a potential for education which is seemingly

without limit. In a study by AT&T and the National Information Utilities
Corporation, the worldwide distribution of instruction through a learning
network was explored (Johnson, 1989). The concept of the education utility

was to gather a massive and dynamic reservoir of information and
programming from which individual teachers and learners could draw, at
will, for either work or study.

At the same time, the quantities of information required to maintain
societal functions are growing rapidly. Computer science has made it
possible to assemble and sequence tremendous amounts of information for
optimal use. Thus, developments in computer technology will contribute

directly and indirectly to instructional design and practice.
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Language Acquisition Theory

How languages are acquired or learned is a fundamental question in
language education. Two theories which have dominated discussion for many

years are the audiolingual habit theory and the cognitive code-learning
theory.

The audiolingual approach is theoretically based upon behaviorism and

structural linguistics. Audiolingualists maintain that language learning is a
process of habit formation through responses to outside stimuli and that a
language is acquired through mimicry and memorization, as well as through
analogical instruction.
Carroll (1965) drew a distinction between audiolingual habit theory
and what he referred to as cognitive code-learning theory, as follows:
Cognitive code-learning...may be thought of as a modified, up-to-date
grammar-translation theory. According to this theory, learning a
language is a process of acquiring conscious control of the phonological,
grammatical, and lexical patterns of a second language, largely
through study and analysis of these patterns as a body of knowledge.
The theory attaches more importance to the learner's understanding of
the structure of the foreign language than to his facility in using that
structure, since it is believed that, provided the student has a proper
degree of cognitive control over the structure of the language, facility
will develop automatically with use if the language is used in
meaningful situations. (p.278)

Thus, the cognitive-code learning theory would seem to be in total

conflict with audiolingual habit theory at the point of how the patterns of a

second language are to be learned. The latter theory claims that the patterns
are to be learned primarily by repetition, whereas the former states that
patterns are acquired through conscious awareness of patterns,
supplemented with practice in their use.
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Ausubel (1963) stated that learning takes place through the process of
relating new events or items to already existent cognitive concepts. It has
been stated that the audiolingual approach, in contrast to the cognitive
approach, is not concerned with the student's conscious awareness of

grammatical rules, a point which is perhaps overstated or at the least
misunderstood by some people. Fries (1945), for example, perceived

grammatical explanations as helpful generalizations provided at the end of
lessons, summarizing and consolidating what the student has learned
through repetitions and practice.

Thus the grammatical materials are not to be organized and set forth
as rules and illustrations of these rules. They must be incorporated in
sentences to be practiced and repeated until the structural patterns
become so fixed that all expression in the new language will follow
these channels without conscious choice.... Study of the statements of
the.patterns, making them matters of conscious knowledge, must never
be allowed to become a substitute for practice of the sentences
themselves. The statements become valuable only insofar as they guide
the practice exercise of the student and provide for him the knowledge
that will give him assurance in his use of the language. (p. 34)
It seems, therefore, that the audiolingual approach does not reject the

statement of grammatical rules, but uses balance and organization to
minimize discussion of the rules.

Two dependable experiments have been conducted to test and compare

the two theoretical approaches. Chastain and Woedehoff (1968) tested the

approaches during two semesters of Spanish language instruction at a
university. The cognitive code-learning approach was used with one group of

students; the audiolingual habit approach was used with another group of
students. When the two groups were administered identical tests to
determine what had been learned in four skill areas, the results were as
follows:
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The students in the cognitive classes were able to understand and
speak Spanish as well as, if not better than, those who used the
language laboratory and practiced with pattern drills. Their scores in
the written aspects of the language were better.(p. 279)
The other study was conducted in Sweden by von Elek and Oskarson

(Lester, 1978). The two approaches were compared for student mastery of

five English grammatical structures. Subjects' achievements were evaluated
using a variety of tests. The tests included (a) an achievement test on the
five structures, with oral and written fill-in-the blank exercises as well as
multiple-choice exercises; (b) a two-part oral test based upon recognition and
production; (c) a proficiency test with a written test of vocabulary and

grammar items; (d) the Pictorial Auditory Comprehension Test; and (e) an
unspecified verbal aptitude test. The results favored the cognitive code-

learning group on all elements except the written grammar and the
appropriateness of sentences given orally. In these cases, there were no
significant differences between the two groups. It was concluded that the
development of aural-oral skills was not entirely dependent upon aural-oral
practices, and that even in this area, cognitive command of language

structures was required to effectively acquire aural-oral skills.
Which of the two theories will achieve greater success is a question
without apparent answer. Gagne (1965, 1970), a cognitive psychologist who
classified learning modes into eight hierarchical types, some of which were

concerned with S-R bonds through operant conditioning, stated that young

children are believed to acquire language through S-R learning. It is
reasonable to conclude, then, that for some stages or areas of language

learning, the behaviorist approach is valid, whereas for others, the cognitive
approach is more appropriate.
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In 1957, Chomsky (1965) published a study with an epochal impact

upon language education. Chomsky challenged the very foundations of

behaviorism and structural linguistics, arguing that behaviorist theory failed
to explain the creative aspects of language use. To him, the language
acquisition process is a "rule-governed" behavior generated by a language
acquisition device (LAD), with which every human is born. When generative

transformational grammar was introduced, teachers of English expected that
the Chomsky theory would be the source of innovative teaching methods.

However, methods and materials equivalent to those provided by the
audiolingualists were not forthcoming, and the behaviorism-cognitivism
controversy, as applied to language learning, has not been resolved.
In the area of compromise between the two theories, Carroll (1971)

argued that they are not fundamentally different. He said:
I do not believe that either a pure "audiolingual habit theory" or a pure
"cognitive code-learning theory" is a correct and comprehensive one.
Each of these theories is to some extent wrong or incomplete. Yet, each
theory has elements of truth and value. In saying this I am not simply
being "eclectic." Instead, I am trying to suggest a meaningful
synthesis. Just what name we should use for a synthesized theory, I
am not sure... Let us call it a "cognitive habit-formation theory." To
some, such a title may seem a contradiction in terms, but as we have
already seen, the concepts of cognition and habit formation can be
accommodated to each other. (p. 110).
Finocchiaro (1989) has stated that the two theories have a place in

language learning. It is her view that after students acquire cognitive control
of the phonological, grammatical, and lexical patterns, they develop the habit

of using them with facility as they practice them in numerous activities.
Schumann (Brown, 1987) would argue that the two "views can co-exist as two
different paintings of the language experience--as reality symbolized in two
different ways" (p. 245).
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Emerging Trends in Second Language Acquisition Theory

Current trends in second language instruction seem to be eclectic in
nature. There would seem to be no singly recognized way for guaranteeing

the mastering of language acquisition. Teachers choose what they feel is best
from among the alternatives (Carroll, 1971; Chastain & Woedehoff, 1968;

Brown, 1987). Brown referred to such integration as "enlightened
eclecticism." As stated by Brown (1987),

eclecticism is not to dip haphazardously into every attractive aspect of
every conceivable method or approach, and then jumble everything
together. It is an intelligent use of selected approaches built upon and
guided by an integrated and broadly based theory of second language
acquisition. (p. 246)
As mentioned earlier, Carroll (1971) proposed the formation of a meaningful
synthesis which he termed "cognitive habit-formation."

At present, there are a number of theories which attempt explanations
of the mechanism of second language acquisition. They include the Krashen
Monitor Model (Krashen, 1981a, 1981b, 1982, 1985; Krashen & Terrell,

1983), the acculturation/pidginization theory (Schumann, 1978), the
interlanguage theory (Se linker, 1972), and the discourse theory (Ellis, 1991).

In a survey of current theories on second language learning, Schulz (1991)

stated that these four theories are those with the greatest relevance to
foreign language learning.

Krashen Monitor Model. After the audiolingual model, the most
influential theory of second-language learning process is the Krashen Monitor
Model (Krashen, 1981a, 1981b, 1982, 1985; Krashen & Terrell, 1983). This

approach has served to differentiate the acquisition and learning processes.
The Krashen Monitor Model provides a key to an understanding of the

rationale that separates the newer from the older ways of approaching
language instruction, and though subject to strong criticism by some
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language theorists (e.g., Gregg, 1984; McLaughlin, 1987), the model has been

incorporated into the methodologies of numerous language teachers.
The Krashen Monitor Model is composed of five hypotheses concerned

with acquisition-learning, natural orders, monitoring, inputs, and affective
filtering. The acquisition-learning hypothesis (Krashen, 1981b) is

fundamental to the model. Krashen differentiated subconscious language
acquisition of the child's first language from conscious, explicit, and formal

language learning. It follows, then, that what is learned functions only as a
monitor. Therefore, the concept is to provide as many acquisition-rich

environments as possible within the classroom. The natural order hypothesis
was developed in accordance with the universal grammar and interlanguage
theory. The monitor hypothesis is closely related to the acquisition-learning

hypothesis. It states that speech in a second language is initiated or driven
by the acquired system and not from what has been learned. In this sense,
learning is attributed only a limited function in communication, functioning
only as a monitor or an editor. The input hypothesis follows from acquisition
theory. The key to acquisition is the source of L2 input which is

comprehensible, natural, interesting, and meaningful to the learner

(Krashen, 1981b). It is suggested that the materials in use be somewhat
above the present level of the learner's competence, which is represented by i

+ 1, where i is the present level of the learner and 1 is the new material to be
given the learner, which is one step beyond the present level of the learner.
Given that Vygotsky (1978) presented nearly an identical concept in a

somewhat different form, the input hypothesis does not represent an
innovative concept. However, Krashen's formula is the most readily
understood representation of the concept. The affective filtering hypothesis
states that comprehensible inputs may not be used by second-language
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learners if there is a mental block that prevents them from profiting from the
learning experience (Du lay, Burt, & Krashen, 1982; Krashen, 1982, 1985).

This view is in accordance with Rogers' (1951) theory on the nature of the
teaching-learning process.

Acculturation/Pidginization Theory. Schumann (1978) was among the

first to propose the validity of the acculturation/pidginization theory. He

stated that second language acquisition is part of an acculturation process
and is influenced by the degree of social and psychological distance between

the learner and the target culture. McLaughlin (1987) explained that when
the social and psychological distance is great, attitudes toward the target
language and its people become negatively loaded. If the integrating
motivation is thus lacking, then learners fail to progress beyond the early
stages of language development and the language remains pidginized.

Though this theory has principally been used to account for naturalistic L2

acquisition, it should be borne in mind that learner attitudes and motivations
are very important to the L2 acquisition process. Affective factors influence

the effort students make to acquire a target language.
Interlanguage. The term interlanguage was coined by Selinker (1972),
who claimed that second-language learners form their own self-contained

linguistic systems, which are neither the native language nor the target
language but intermediates between the two. In agreement with Selinker,
Brown (1987) wrote that "second language learning is a creative process of

constructing a system in which learners are consciously testing hypotheses
about the target language from a number of possible sources of knowledge"

(p. 168). By observation of a learner's interlanguage or the types of errors
committed, the teacher can become aware of the degree of student progress

and can thus adjust instruction to help lead the learner to achieve the desired
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goals. Correct outputs from a learner provide little information about the

actual interlanguage system of that individual. In this respect, the learner's
errors should be considered as positive, rather than negative, factors. A
significant feature of interlanguage theory is that continued comprehensible
inputs and continued efforts by the learner can help the learner overcome the

interlanguage stage and progress to a closer approximation of the target
language (Schulz, 1991).

Discourse Theory. In an empirical sense, each language teacher knows

that language learning needs are practiced as both inputs and outputs.
Learners develop a second language ability through absorbing inputs and at

the same time participating in communicative interactions. Ellis (1985) has
written that "language development should be considered in terms of how the

learner discovers the meaningful potential of language by participating in
communication" (p. 259). This view of language development in second

language acquisition, as first advanced by Hatch (1978a, 1978b) and
subsequently summarized by Ellis, is referred to as the discourse theory.
Communicative Competence
The definition of communicative competence (CC) is seemingly varied

among linguists and language teachers. Hymes (1972) has defined it as a
knowledge of rules for understanding and producing both the referential and
the social meaning of language. This definition places emphasis upon the
importance of language usage which combines linguistic meaning and social
meaning. As defined by Savignon (1972), CC represents a dynamic

interaction among performers and is "the ability to function in a truly
communicative setting...that is, in a dynamic exchange in which linguistic
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competence must adapt itself to the total informational input, both linguistic
and paralinguistic, of one or more interlocutors" (p. 8).

Hymes' definition has attracted the greatest amount of attention. His
definition goes much farther than Chomsky's (1965) notion of linguistic

competence. Linguistic competence refers only to language structure, not

language use. But as Hymes observed, "there are rules of use without which
the rules of grammar would be useless" (p. 278). Therefore, linguistic
competence is an aspect of communicative competence. According to Hymes,

humans first acquire CC in social and linguistic interactions, only afterward
internalizing it as linguistic competence. According to Hymes, humans first
acquire CC in social and linguistic interactions, only afterward internalizing
it as linguistic competence. The point of this concept is expressed in the
following statement: "We have then to account for the fact that a normal child
acquires knowledge of sentences, not only as grammatical, but also as

appropriate [uses]. He or she acquires competence as to when to speak, when
not, and as to what to talk about with whom, when, where, in what manner"
(p. 277).

Among the linguists that strongly support the theory of communicative
competence, Canale and Swain (1980) have stated that CC is composed of

three elements: grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence, and
strategic (pragmatic) competence. In Bachman and Palmer's (1983) model

CC is presented to have three subcompetences. This model has influenced
many ESL/EFL scholars although sociolinguists such as Lyons (1977) and
Fasold (1990) argue that sociolinguistic competence and pragmatic
competence are not separable.
Miller (1981), who once worked with Chomsky, has stated that, in the

course of infant language acquisition, CC develops earlier than linguistic
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competence. At the first stage of speaking, infants utter one-word sentences.
The words used by infants do not necessarily refer just to the objects

represented by the words; they also have pragmatic functions. At about one
year of age, a holophrastic stage occurs in which single-word utterances serve

as the functional equivalents to phrases expressed in adult speech.
Thus, it may be assumed that in the process of acquiring CC,

pragmatic competence is the most important of the three elements. As first
defined by Morris (1938), pragmatics is one of the three basic derivations of

semiotics; the other two subcategories are syntax and semantics. Specifically,

pragmatics refers to the relationship between an expression and the
individual who utters the expression.
Implications for English Teaching

Considering the acquisition of CC, as based upon the model presented

by Bachman and Palmer, it may be noted that in the case of L 1 acquisition,
pragmatic competence would be the first in the order of the three
competences to be developed, following which the three competences would

interact to achieve the degree of communicative competence. The issue is
then posed whether the same process should be adopted in the field of
English as a foreign language.

Canale and Swain (1980) have suggested that individuals should first
be trained to a level of grammatical competence. Bearing in mind Hymes'

(1972) admonishment that rules of grammar are useless without rules of

language use, one can see that Canale and Swain state nearly the reverse:
there are rules of language use that would be useless without rules of

grammar. Thus, Canale and Swain are clearly identified with the
development of CC as based upon the initial acquisition of grammatical
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competence. Other ESL scholars, including Rivers (1973) and Paulston and
Bruder (1976), have indicated their agreement.
The CC acquisition process as based upon the model proposed by

Bachman and Palmer (1983), with initial acquisition of pragmatic
competence, would be possible in the ESL situation only when the learning

circumstances are almost identical to those in the LI learning situation. That
is, ample exposure to the target language must be guaranteed and there must
be an adequate amount of social interaction within the target language.
However, the EFL situation does not approach these requirements. To teach
foreign languages, it is more reasonable to first develop grammatical
competence and then go on to develop pragmatic and sociolinguistic

competences. Thus, Funatsu (1983) proposed the model presented in Figure

2.3 as the basis for teaching English as a foreign language.

Communicative C.

Grammatical C.-110. Pragmatic C.--110 Sociolinguistic C.

Figure 2.3 The Funatsu model for EFL teaching
As Canale and Swain (1980) have emphasized, the first and
fundamental step in EFL teaching should be to develop competence in

grammar, or the ability to distinguish the grammatical parts of a sentence.
The next step is to develop the ability to determine whether or not a given

utterance is acceptable in certain situations. In this respect,
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pseudo-communication drills (Rivers, 1973) are an example of the means to

bridge the two stages; that is, communication drills would provide the means
to process from skill-getting to skill-using, or from linguistic competence to

CC. The Paulston and Bruder (1976) model also seems to be effective for

teaching English as a foreign language. Three types of drills-- mechanical,
meaningful, and communicative drills--are recommended in this model.
Cross-Cultural Aspects

Most of the theories and methods for ESL instruction were developed
on the basis of second language circumstances within the culture of English

speaking countries, such as Spanish speaking learners of English in the

United States. However, the largest population of English learners in the
world are not in the United States or Great Britain, but are in countries
where English is not spoken as a means of common communication.
Therefore, additional attention should be devoted to the EFL situation.
Teaching English as a foreign language in Japan differs from teaching

English as a second language in the United States, and it may also differ
from EFL teaching in Indonesia or any other country. It is also desirable that
the teaching methods and materials for Japanese learners be developed by
Japanese EFL experts. Some of the characteristics to be considered in
teaching English among the Japanese are discussed in this section.
Linguistic Factors
There are considerable differences between the English and Japanese

languages, particularly in word order. The Japanese have translated the
English word order into Japanese as a means to understand English
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language sentences. Ota (1972) commented that a syntactic-semantic
comparison of the two languages is difficult, though he acknowledged the

utility of such comparative studies. To teach Japanese students to
understand the sentence in the English word order, that is, without
transferring the word order into Japanese, is only possible through spoken

English. In this respect, listening comprehension is a desirable practice for

Japanese learners to understand the English language.
Sociological Factors

In general, Japanese students do not care to speak a great deal in
classroom situations. This is particularly true when they are required to
speak in a foreign language. This passive attitude can change a great deal
from situation to situation. According to the situation, Yamamoto (1992) has

observed substantial differences in interlocution participation by Japanese

students. In a teacher-fronted classroom situation, the average number of
words uttered during a single class session by Japanese students was 1.38,

whereas non-Japanese students in the same situation averaged 37 (i.e., a
ratio of 1:27). However, when the same Japanese students were placed
within a small group discussion, their average number of words was 127,

whereas non-Japanese counterparts spoke an average of 465.5 words (i.e., a
ratio of 1:4). When the same Japanese subjects were given an interview with
an instructor, they produced an average of 488.25 words, in comparison to the
non-Japanese average of 868.5 (i.e., a ratio of 1:2).

In public, the Japanese are reluctant to speak English because they
are afraid of making mistakes and the embarrassment this might cause. For
most Japanese adults, making mistakes in public is akin to public

humiliation, and they would rather maintain silence than express an opinion
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in sentences which contain grammatical errors. Thus, some suggestions are
in order to confront this seeming paradox. First, instruction should maximize
opportunities for listening and minimize opportunities for speaking. This
does not mean that the necessity of speaking should be ignored. What is

intended is that the pressure to speak should be minimized; teaching should
proceed from what the students feel able to do comfortably and with ease.
Second, as established by Yamamoto (1992), small group and paired activities

are important to encourage open participation.

There is a substantial difference between American and Japanese
behavioral patterns in the area of kinetics. According to Barnlund (1975),
touch as a channel of communication appears to be twice as important in

American culture as it is among the Japanese. For example, in Japan,
kissing in public is never seen and hugs between friends, parents, or even
siblings are rarely observed. During infancy and early childhood, the

Japanese foster a closer tactile relationship than do Americans. However,
this situation changes enormously as the child grows into adolescence.
Morain (1986) observed that

a considerable number of Japanese teenagers reported no physical
contact at all with either a parent or with a friend. The adult Japanese
extends this pattern by restricting not only tactile communication. but
facial and gestural displays as well. (p. 3) [emphasis added]

Thus, it is not difficult to understand that most Japanese adult learners feel
uncomfortable if they are required to take part in dramatizations or role

playing within the classroom. In many cases, Japanese learners should be
expected to be mentally or intellectually active, but not kinetically or

physically active within the same setting. This is an important cultural
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aspect which must be taken into account in any discussion of EFL methods

applicable to Japan.
Sociolinguistic Factors

In consideration of second language learning, it is important to

recognize that there are different types of learning circumstances. Brown
(1986) divided these types into three categories: (a) a second language within

the second language culture; (b) a second language within one's native
culture, where the second language is the lingua franca of education,
government, or business; and (c) foreign language learning, or learning a
non-native language in one's own culture, within which few immediate or

widespread opportunities to use the learned language exist. Underlying
these differences, it has been observed that foreign language learning is more
often marked by use of the cognitive hierarchies of learning, whereas second

language acquisition is marked by use of communicative hierarchies
(Lamendella, 1979).

Learners of English in Japan do not live in an English speaking

environment, as do those who study the language in the United States, the

Philippines, or in India. Japanese students learn English through classroom
attendance several times each week at school, but they have few

opportunities to apply what they have learned. This is one reason why

Japanese students do not communicate well in English in real situations. In
EFL situations, the natural order of language exposure is not the same

natural order as in Ll acquisition settings or in ESL environments. One
solution for this structural weakness has been to introduce native speakers of
English into the classroom. JET (Japan Exchange Teaching) program
teachers were hired and placed into classrooms, providing useful assistance
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for the enhancement of oral language practice among the students. As many
as 86 percent of Japanese high school teachers reported that the JET
instructors helped students improve their speaking skills (Kiyota & Aiga,
1990).

A second solution might be to introduce real-life listening situations

into the classroom through the use of video or television programs. If
appropriately prepared and used for listening comprehension exercises, video

and television programs could be of even greater utility than the introduction
of native speakers. This subject is further discussed in the following section.
Listening Comprehension and Video

There are two approaches to processing incoming communication

signals, that is, listening top-down, and bottom-up (Richards, 1978). In the

latter, the listener decodes the signals by identifying and then distinguishing

between words, structures, grammar, and other linguistic signals. Discrete
skills are systematically presented step-by-step and subsequently combined
or reconstructed into the whole. This is referred to as a "from part to whole"

process. In top-down processing, the listener attempts to comprehend what is

heard as a whole, then proceeds to investigate the meaning in detail. This is
referred to as a "from whole to part" process, or what Ausubel (1968) called

progressive differentiation. In top-down processing, the listener is cognitively
involved and uses schemata or scripts which are not transmitted in the
language itself (Rivers, 1981: Schank & Abelson, 1977).

Both approaches are necessary elements of language teaching (Morley,

1991), but the language level of the learners and the purpose for listening are

the factors that determine which of the two approaches is more appropriate
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for a given situation. This is apparently not a question of dichotomy.
Beginners require more of the bottom-up approach, while the top-down

approach is more suitable for intermediate or advanced language students. It

is assumed that the more advanced learners have a greater reference, than
do beginning learners, to scripts and schemata (Rivers, 1981; Schank &
Abelson, 1977). The use frequency between the two approaches changes in

accordance with the state of individual or group language ability.
Rost, (1990) has challenged the conventional belief that the learner of
complex listening skills will benefit from a systematic presentation of discrete

skills and step-by-by practices and will be able to subsequently reassemble

those skills as appropriate. He argues that when something is comprehended
it is first observed as a whole, after which the details are investigated.
Listening comprehension has emerged as an important modality in
language learning (Anderson & Lynch, 1988; Asher, 1969; Cordell, 1992;

Krashen, 1985; Krashen & Terrell, 1983; Lund, 1990). Among others,

Krashen (1981b) has claimed that comprehension plays a central and possibly

a predominant part in the entire process of language learning. Rost (1990)

has stated that listening is not only a linguistic skill, it is equally a reflection
of cognitive and social skills involving nonlinguistic judgments by the

listener. Schank and Abelson (1977) emphasized the importance of the role of
prior knowledge in understanding new information, coining the term "script"
to describe knowledge of the probable sequence of events in familiar

situations. Like a film script, a mental script specifies the roles played by
certain actors and the expected sequence of their actions. Clearly, having no
script can be an obstacle to listening comprehension, especially for EFL

learners. If the way of life, customs, and values of the speakers of the target
language are very different from those of the target language learners, then
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the two groups will not possess the same script knowledge. As a result, the

EFL learners will not understand the native speakers since they will not
possess sufficient information to make the necessary inferences (Rivers,
1981).

Widowson (1983) has stated that there are two principal sources of
information that one can consult in the process of comprehension: (a)
systemic or linguistic knowledge (i.e., semantic, syntactic, and phonological

systems) and (b) schematic or nonlinguistic information. A schema can be
defined as "a mental structure, consisting of relevant individual knowledge,
memory, and experience, which allows us to incorporate what we learn into
what we know" (Anderson & Lynch, 1988, p. 14). In short, it is knowledge of
the world, much of which is organized around scripts (Schank & Abelson,
1977). As Stoynoff (1992) discusses, ESL programs typically pay little or no

attention to cultural aspects or scripts.
All individuals bear a number of scripts in mind, such as those for

ordering breakfast, participating in the classroom, or eating in a restaurant.
Script knowledge enables people to understand a great deal of the language

heard in similar situations or settings. However, if they lack the relevant
scripts, then comprehension may be much less successful. For instance, a
typical breakfast script most Japanese have in mind is considerably different

from the average American breakfast script. Therefore, in the case of EFL
instruction, background knowledge or the knowledge of the world of the

listener must be considered. As Richards (1987) has noted, "non-native
speakers...may lack many culturally specific scripts; their individual scripts

may differ in degree and content from target language script, and this poses
additional problems for the non-native learner" (p. 164).
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It has often been noted that a foreign language learner finds what is
being said nearly incomprehensible when first visiting a country where the

target language is spoken. Porter and Roberts (1987) have stated that this is
because there is a massive mismatch between the characteristics of the

language normally listened to and the language the learner has normally
heard in the language classroom. The use of video materials in the classroom
to help develop script knowledge may be one way to compensate for these

deficits. Such materials can be used to provide learners with rich
nonlinguistic as well as linguistic information at the same time.
Authentic Language Listening Materials

Authentic language is the language that originally occurs as a genuine
act of communication, that is, unmodified discourse (White, 1978). According

to Omaggio (1986), there are two kinds of authentic language, unmodified

and simulated discourses.
In a detailed discussion of real-life listening, Ur (1984) summarized

three characteristics which should be considered crucial in determining the
adequacy of listening materials: (a) visibility of the speaker, (b)

environmental clues, and (c) informal speech. In real-life situations,
individuals are most often in the physical presence of those to whom they are
speaking or listening.

In addition to these human elements, real-life listening situations are
normally rich in contextual environmental clues about the topic of discussion.
As argued by Rost (1990), speech acts are not entirely achieved by linguistic

means, but represent the convergence of linguistic, paralinguistic, and
nonlinguistic cues. Ur (1984) referred to listening to something without any
visual clues as "hearing blind."
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Informal speech is another crucial element which learners of English
as a foreign language should be exposed to as a matter of listening practice.

Language learning materials made for instructional purposes seldom focus

upon this area. For example, in Japan, audio tapes are furnished with all
English textbooks used at the junior and senior high levels. However, the

English used in these tapes is far from authentic. In fact, the speakers do not

speak, rather they read from written manuscripts. There is no redundancy,
no noise, no use of colloquial language, all of which are aspects of real-life

speech acts.
Porter and Roberts (1987), Lonergan (1984), Rost (1990), and Ur (1984)

have urged language teachers to utilize a greater degree of real-life listening

in language teaching. Characteristics of real-life listening are:

1. Redundancy. Listening materials produced for the purpose of
language teaching almost always lack redundant features. In real-life
situations, speech is spontaneous and the message is actually delivered more

slowly and with a greater number of repetitions than it is in language
materials produced for language teaching. Redundancy provides the listener
with extra information and time to comprehend what is heard. According to
Richards (1987), from 30 to 50 percent of the speaking time of natural speech

may consist of pauses and hesitations.

2. Noise. The term noise encompasses not only literal noises but any
element which interferes with the listener receiving the information

appropriately. Noise may include a temporary lack of attention on the part of
the listener; mispronunciations, a strong accent, misuse of words, or use of

words unfamiliar to the listener. Noise is a normal phenomenon within the
context of natural speech.
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3. Colloquial and Street Language. There are a considerable number
of words or phrases which are heard in conversational English which do not

appear in a formal English instruction. Although a student has learned the
words "for", "here", "or", "to", and "go", the student will not understand "For

here or to go?" when he first encounters the question in a fast-food restaurant

in the United States.
Colloquial pronunciations constitute another hurdle for EFL learners

to cross. People encountered on the streets of the United States will say
"Watcha gonna do" or "Dunno, wherjoo thinkee knbee?" rather than "What
are you going to do" or "I don't know. Where do you think he can be?" (Ur,

1984, p. 8). Colloquial speech is sometimes pronounced clearly and at other

times it is badly slurred.
By the use of video materials, it is possible to create real-life listening

environments within the classroom. Moreover, the use of video is in
conformity with current theories of how learning occurs. Krashen (1982) has

pointed out that students who only observed a TPR session performed as well

as students who participated in the class. Communicative competence
includes the knowledge of when to speak and when not to speak, as well as

what to talk about with whom, when, where, and in whatever manner
(Hymes, 1972). Altman (1989) has argued that it is necessary for foreign
language learners to consistently observe language and world connections as

well as to directly experience the use of the same connections. This concept
is in accordance with the social learning theory of Bandura (1969). On the
TV or movie screen, these speech acts are abundantly displayed. Through
use of video materials in the classroom, learners can be exposed to real-life

language environments in the target culture. Video can present "live," that
is, unmodified, instances of communication in the target environment
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(Hristova, 1990). Experiencing a speech act in a video sequence shown in the
classroom is the next best thing to experiencing a real-life speech act
(Stempleski & Tomalin, 1990). Stempleski (1987) has recommended the use

of authentic video materials designed for entertainment rather than those
designed for language teaching.

Thus, the importance of real-life or authentic listening practice based
upon video communications in an EFL setting is evident. Real-life listening
is not possible unless learners can be exposed to English speech acts

performed under natural conditions. In point of fact, even if they were taken

to the United States or England, it might not be easy for them to gain
limitless exposure to real-life situations where English is spoken. It is

fortunate that listening practices based upon real-life situations in the target
culture can be made available by way of video materials (Lonergan, 1984;

Stempleski & Tomalin, 1990). In effect, the use of video allows the

replication in the classroom of nearly any real-life listening situation
imaginable.

Videotapes constitute cultural treasures for the teachers of foreign
languages (Hristova, 1990; Lonergan, 1984; Stempleski & Tomalin, 1990).

Language teachers can use them to show learners features of the target

culture. EFL teachers are most likely to wish to take theit students to
restaurants, banks, schools, grocery stores, churches, movies, airports,

beaches, and sports arenas as well as many other places of interest in the

target language countries. Using video materials, EFL teachers may take
their students to these places as well as into American or English homes,
showing them the family and living rooms, as well as the kitchen, bathrooms,

bedrooms, and yards. They can expose their students to life at elementary,
middle, and high schools, as well as to the experience of life at American or
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English universities and colleges. The list of simulated life experiences in the
target culture enabled by video technology is endless.
Criteria for Selecting Video Materials
According to Stempleski and Tomalin (1990), the criteria for checking

the appropriateness of video materials are: (a) interest, (b) length,
(c) flexibility, (d) language level, (e) language items to be taught, and (f) lexis

(i.e., vocabulary). These items, especially the first five, are of special

importance to this study. The video material must interest learners (Brown,
1986; Krashen, 1981b; Rogers, 1969). Too long a video sequence may

suppress their communication processing capacity and discourage them

(Vygotsky cited in Miller, 1989). To assure variety in learner tasks, it is
desirable that the sequence can be used in several activities (see the functiontask matrix in Appendix A). Language level is most likely to affect learning.
Some language experts claim that language level is not crucial since difficulty
can be manipulated by the task and activity (Lund, 1990; Richards, 1987;
Stempleski & Tomalin, 1990; Ur, 1984). However, if the learners are always

given, for example, i + 5 level material, they are likely to lose interest in the

tasks. Further, interest is derived from understanding what is being said.
Learners who have not attained the language level, language items, and/or
lexis needed to fully understand the content will not have the satisfaction of
completion even though they can do a given task.
Legal Issues Regarding Classroom Use of Video Materials

It has been predicted that an ever-increasing number of language
teachers will recognize the usefulness of television as a source of video
teaching materials (Altman, 1989; Cordell, 1992; Stempleski & Tomalin,
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1990). That this is the case was clearly demonstrated by the number of
presentations on the use of television programs for language instruction, at
the annual TESOL (Teachers of English to the Speakers of Other Languages)

conference in Vancouver in 1992. In this situation, legal issues regarding use
of videotaped television programs, as well as video movies in the classroom,
should be considered.

Off-Air Recordings. Owing to technological advances, present-day

teachers can easily record off-air programs for instructional purposes. The
legal right to do so, however, is an issue of copyright law. In Japan,

copyrights are not strictly observed as far as radio and television programs
are concerned. Such programming is freely recorded and used within
classrooms. In fact, the NHK (Japanese Broadcasting Corporation) allows

the taping of its programs for classroom instruction. Many teachers,
therefore, assume that it is legal to record off-air programs and use the

material for purposes of instruction. This may not be true for programs from
the United States which are broadcast by way of satellite dish. Local
regulations should be determined before off-air recordings are used (Altman,
1989; Lonergan, 1984).

In the United States, the issue of off-air recordings, for all practical

purposes, was settled in 1981. A set of practical guidelines was formulated
by a U.S. House of Representatives committee which heard testimony from

interested parties from educational, media production, and broadcast
institutions. The entirety of the U.S. House of Representatives guidelines
resulting from these hearings is introduced in Copyright guidelines (1987).
Accordingly, 10 days after an off-air recording is made, teachers may not use

the materials without infringement on the rights of the copyright holder.
However, for an additional 35 days, teachers may review the program
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recorded to determine whether the school should attempt to acquire the

rights necessary to use the program in subsequent school terms. These
guidelines may seem to be inconvenient, especially to Japanese teachers, who

are not accustomed to copyright practices in the United States; nonetheless,
they should be interpreted as "a perfectly reasonable approach: free use for

the short-term, with long term use predicated on acquisition of appropriate
permission" (Altman, 1989, p. 132).

Pre-Recorded Video Materials. Most video cassettes purchased or

rented in the United States have stickers advising that the material "is for
home use nonpublic exhibition in the U.S. and Canada only. Any other use is

not authorized and is prohibited." Thus, by law, the pre-recorded
videocassettes or videodisks available in North American stores are intended
only for home use and only in North America. Sale of pre-recorded
videocassettes or videodisks do not confer any right of public performance, or
the right to perform the copyrighted work publicly (U.S. Code, Title 17,
Sections 101, 106).

The questions arises, when is it possible, if at all, for teachers to use
such materials? Section 110 of the U.S. Code excludes certain educational
situations from the limitations proscribed by Section 106 (U.S. Code, Title 17,
"Copyrights," Section 110):

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 106, the following are not
infringements of copyright: 1) performance or display of a work by
instructors or pupils in the course of face-to-face teaching activities of a
non-profit educational institution, in a classroom or similar place
devoted to instruction, unless, in the case of a motion picture or other
audiovisual work, the performance, or the display of individual images,
is given by means of a copy that was not lawfully made under this title,
and that the person responsible for the performance knew or had
reason to believe was not lawfully made.

In brief, teachers in nonprofit institutions are able to use legally purchased
videocassettes in face-to-face teaching situations (Altman, 1989).
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

The goal of this study was to develop and test a model for using video

materials to promote listening comprehension of Japanese learners of

English, particularly students between the ages of 16 and 22. This chapter
discusses the following:
1.

Design of the Study

2.

Theoretical Framework and Model

3.

Delphi Panel
a. Selection of Delphi Panel Members

b. Description of Evaluation Instruments
c. Outline of Delphi Process

d. Analysis of Evaluative Results
4.

Field Test

a. Description of Lesson Plan
b. Description of Study Sites and Population

c. Teacher Training Procedure
d. Field Test Procedure

e. Data collection Instruments

f. Data analysis
Design of the Study

There were three phases in this study. In phase one, the researcher
reviewed literature relevant to the teaching of language in order to establish
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the theoretical framework of the model. In phase two, the validity of the

model was tested and the model refined, using the Delphi technique. In
phase three, the model was field tested and further refined, based on the
findings of the field tests. Detailed discussion of each phase follows.
Theoretical Framework and Model

Based on the literature reviewed, particularly that dealing with
English as a foreign language (EFL) instruction in Japan and use of video

materials in communicative language teaching, a theoretical framework for
the model was developed (Appendix A). A schematic of the model (Figure 3.1)

and, in turn, a model in sentence outline form (hereafter referred to as Core
Procedures and Objectives) were developed.

The model for using video materials to promote listening
comprehension of Japanese learners of English was based upon the following

assumptions derived from the literature review:
1. Authentic listening in a classroom setting is possible through the
use of videos (Lonergan, 1984; Stempleski & Tomalin, 1990; Ur, 1984).

2. Listening practice should be practiced through top-down processing
(Rost, 1990). Progressive differentiation (Ausubel, 1968) or from a whole to

part process is appropriate for high school and college students, who possess
many schemata or scripts to cope with incoming information (Schank &
Abelson, 1977; Rivers, 1981; Widowson, 1983).

3. Materials must be interesting, relevant, and comprehensible, that
is, meaningful to learners (Brown, 1987; Krashen, 1981b; Rogers, 1969).
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STEP 1

STEP 8

STEP 9

Consolidation

Figure 3.1 Schematic of Video-Aided Listening
Comprehension Instruction Model
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4. Specific listening functions, such as comprehension of main idea,

comprehension in detail, and full comprehension, should be considered in the
class procedure (Lund, 1990; Richards, 1987).

5. Listener tasks should be considered in the class procedure (Lund,
1990; Richards, 1987).

Delphi Panel

In phase two, the Delphi technique was utilized to establish validity of
the model. Linstone and Turoff (1975) defined this technique as "a method
for structuring a group of individuals, as a whole, to deal with a complex
problem" (p. 3). Utilizing the Delphi technique, a collective professional

opinion can be obtained without bringing the experts together in a meeting.
"Information from each of the panel members is assembled by the researcher
using successive questionnaires and feedback, with each serial round being
designed to produce closer and closer consensus among judgments of 8 to 25
experts" (Courtney, 1991, p. 16).

Based on Linstone & Turoff (1975), the reasons for employing the

Delphi technique in this study were:
1. Evaluation of the model does not lend itself to precise analytical
techniques but can benefit from subjective judgments on a collective basis.

2. The experts selected to evaluate the proposed model are not likely to
have a history of adequate communication and may represent diverse
backgrounds with respect to experience or expertise.

3. It is impossible to ask the experts to meet, since they live in the

United States and in Japan. Travel distance, time, and cost make meetings
impractical.
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4. To assure validity of the results, domination by quantity or strength

of personality must be prevented. If the experts met to discuss the problem,
the American experts might dominate the discussion, owing to their
command of the English language. It is also predictable that high school
teachers, who will comprise an important component of the panel, might
reserve their opinions in the presence of university professors on the panel.
Selection of Delphi Panel Members

The Delphi panel was comprised of three American and six Japanese

EFL experts (Appendix B). The criteria used to select the American
component of the panel were as follows: (a) Have a master's degree in the
teaching of English as a second language. (b) Either currently teaching or

have taught Japanese learners in the United States or Japan. (c) Experience
working with a homogenous student population in the classroom, that is, only

Japanese learners. Time restrictions limited search for possible candidates.

Four instructors at the English Language Institute at Oregon State
University were identified as meeting the criteria. The researcher spoke with

each instructor. Three agreed to participate in the study.
Because the study focused on Japanese learners, more Japanese
experts were selected for the panel. The selection criteria were: (a) Have
expertise or experience in teaching English as a foreign language. (b) Have
affiliation with high schools, universities, or Board of Education in the

Hokkaido Prefecture. The researcher identified potential candidates through
phone conversations with educators known to him. Five university
professors, two teacher consultants working for the Hokkaido Prefectural
Board of Education as EFL experts, and seven high school English teachers

met the criteria. The researcher contacted these individuals by phone and
requested their participation in the study. Of these two university professors,
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one teacher consultant, and three high school English teachers agreed to

participate.
All of the panel members were informed of the objectives, procedures,

and timeline of the study by letter (Appendix C).

Description of Evaluation Instruments

The researcher developed an evaluation instrument to be used in the
first round of the Delphi process. This instrument was then modified slightly
for use in the second round of the process.

Each instrument asked the same question about each step of the model

as outlined in the Core Procedures and Objectives: Should this step be
retained as is, deleted, or modified. If the decision was to modify, the panel
member was asked to provide comments or suggestions; space was provided

for this purpose. Space was also provided for additional comments. (See
copies of both questionnaires in Appendix D).
Outline of Delphi Process

1. A copy of the Round One questionnaire was mailed to each panel

member in the third week of September 1992. The panel members were
instructed to review the theoretical framework and Core Procedures and
Objectives, then complete the questionnaire and return it by the end of the

fourth week of September. All questionnaires were returned within the
desired time frame
2. A summary of the responses from Round One was prepared in

English. The researcher attempted to preserve the intent of each response by
reporting verbatim the responses written in English and translating
Japanese responses as closely as possible (Appendix E).

3. In the second week of October, the summary of Round One

responses, along with a second questionnaire and instructions for its
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completion and return, was hand delivered to the panel members on the OSU
campus and mailed to those in Japan. In Round Two, panel members were
asked to review the summary of Round One responses and then follow the

same process as in round one for completing the questionnaire. The
questionnaires were collected by the researcher.

5. The researcher prepared a summary of Round Two responses.
Based on Round Two responses, the Core Procedures and Objectives were

modified slightly. (See Appendix F for a copy of the final version.) No further
feedback was requested from the Delphi panel members.
Analysis of Evaluative Results
The responses collected from the Delphi panel members were largely

qualitative. In round one, consensus regarding whether a step should be
retained, deleted, or modified was reached on all steps but step 3, for which
responses were mixed. For steps 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 the consensus was to
retain; however, some panel members who indicated a step should be
retained made comments or suggestions.

Consensus to retain all steps was reached in round two. However,
again, comments and suggestions were made by some panel members. Based

on these comments and suggestions, the researcher decided to make minor
changes to the Core Procedures and Objectives, as follows (change indicated
by emphasis):

1. Procedure 2 in step 4 was modified as indicated by emphasis:

Before playing, the teacher tells them he/she will ask questions after the

watching and they should be prepared to answer in English. The teacher tells
them exactly what questions will be asked.
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2. Procedure 2 in step 5 was modified as indicated by emphasis: The

teacher asks the questions in English or Japanese about what the students
heard in step 4.
Field Test
To demonstrate how the model would be implemented in a classroom

situation, a field test was conducted in selected high schools in Japan during
the third week of October 1992.

Description of Lesson Plan
A detailed lesson plan was developed (Appendix G). The Core

Procedures and Objectives provided the basic outline for the lesson plan. In
addition to more detail in procedures, script of what teacher would actually

say to the students was included. The lesson plan used in the field test was

written in Japanese.
The movie Kindergarten Cop was selected for use in the field test. The
major reasons for choosing this movie were (a) interest, (b) language level,

and (c) richness in cultural aspects. In the particular dialogue sequence used,
the school principal introduces Mr. Kimble to kindergarten students as the

new substitute teacher. Mr. Kimble is actually an undercover cop in search
of a woman who is hiding from her criminal husband. The woman has her
son with her. Kimble has become a teacher in order to get information from
students which will help him locate the boy. The script for the sequence
follows.

"Now, until Mrs. Hugely comes back, we have someone special to help.
This is Mr. Kimble, your new kindergarten teacher. Now, let's everybody say
'Good morning, Mr. Kimble."'
"Good morning, Mr. Kimble."
"Good morning."
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"They are all yours. I'll be watching you."
"Hi! How are you? I'm very happy to be here. First, I would just like
to get to know you."
"Ha, ha, ha, ha."
"Quiet! I want to ask you a bunch of questions. I want to have them
answered immediately. How many of you were born in Astoria? Come on,

raise your hands. Let's see them. OK. Hum Now anyone that was not born
in Astoria, somewhere outside, California. Raise your hands."
"Yes."

"I need to go bathroom."
"OK. You can go."

There are 115 words in this sequence. It's running length is 1 minute and 25
seconds.

It was assumed that the student population targeted in this study
would have attained the level of vocabulary presented in this sequence and
would recognize the words if presented in written form. The question
remained, however, as to how much of the dialogue the subjects would

comprehend aurally. Even when vocabulary is not difficult, understanding
English speech is a challenge to EFL learners.

This sequence contains simulated rather than authentic speech acts.
However, as Stempleski and Tomalin (1990) have written, "using video

sequence in class is the next best thing to experiencing the sequence in reallife. The combination of moving pictures and sound can present language

more comprehensibly than any other teaching materials" (p.3). For the
purpose of developing listening compreheniion it may not matter whether

simulated or authentic speech acts are presented. And, according to
Stempleski (1987), television and movie programs glo provide 'authentic'

listening situations.
Description of Study Sites and Population

In September 1992, the researcher contacted three high schools in the
Hokkaido Prefecture by telephone to discuss their participation in this study.
These high schools were selected because their student populations were
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considered to be homogeneous. The students of these schools generally seek
further education and, in terms of academic success, rank at the second level.
Correspondence with principals and English teachers of these schools
followed. The researcher obtained permission from the high schools to

conduct the field tests. Dates and class times for the field testing at each
school were arranged. Table 3.1 shows the number of students per

teacher/school and the teachers' years of teaching experience. At the last
moment, school A was not able to participate. As a result, only eleventh
grade classes were included in the field testing.

Table 3.1 Number of students and teacher's years of experience by
school/class participating in field test
High School
School A
School B

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3

School C

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3

Number of
Students

Teacher*

133

A

39
42
42

**

41
45
42

**

Teaching
Experience
(years)
30
15
15

13
10

*Letter designates classroom teacher who taught lesson
**Lesson taught by researcher
No demographic data was collected on students. However, students at
School B had more drills in college examination subjects.
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Data Collection Instrument
A student questionnaire and teacher questionnaire were developed to
collect information concerning the reactions of the students and teachers to

the lesson. The questionnaires were written in Japanese.
The student questionnaire contained 10 items, four of which were

opened-ended. For the remaining items, the students were asked to rate
their response on a 5-point Likert-scale (Appendix H).

The teacher questionnaire contained 9 items, of which all but two were

open-ended. For the remaining items, the teachers were asked to rate their
response on a 5-point Likert-scale (Appendix I).

Both instruments collected information regarding the attitudes and
perceptions of the respondent. No measure of performance (i.e., actual
knowledge gained) was attempted.

Data Analysis
Frequency and percentage of response were calculated, then tabulated,

for responses to 1,2,3,4 and 5 questions of the student questionnaire. Data
for questions 1 and 2 were cross-tabulated to determine change in perceived

understanding of dialogue. Data for questions 3 and 4 were cross-tabulated
to determine whether there was any correlation between liking of English
study and liking of the lesson. Data for questions 3 and 10 were cross-

tabulated to determine whether there was any correlation between liking of
English study and expectation of improvement in listening comprehension
using this type of lesson.

Most of the data collected with the teacher questionnaire were

qualitative. For questions 1 and 4, frequency and percentages were
calculated.

No changes were made to the model as a result of the data analysis.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS

The purpose of this study was to develop and field test a model for
effective use of video materials to develop listening comprehension of

Japanese learners of English. Based on the review of literature, a theoretical
framework was developed and, in turn, a model was proposed. The proposed
model was modified slightly after evaluation by a 9-member Delphi panel of

EFL experts. A lesson based on the model was then tested in two Japanese

high schools, with 251 11th grade students in six classes and three teachers

participating. On the 11th of October, the researcher visited Japan to field
test the lesson. This chapter reports the findings of the field test.
Teacher Training
Teacher Training Procedure

1. In September 1992, the teachers participating in the field testing
were sent a copy of the theoretical framework for the model, a videocassette
of Kindergarten Cop, and a complete script of the movie

2. In mid October the teachers were sent a copy of the lesson plan.
3. In late October, the researcher visited each school site one day
before the lesson was to be conducted at that school. He met with the

teachers to explain and discuss the theoretical framework, materials, and

lesson plan. He also discussed the student questionnaire.
4. The researcher conducted the first class at each school, with the
participating teachers observing and taking notes.
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5. Following the researcher-taught class, the researcher met with the
teachers to address any questions or concerns they might have about
teaching the lesson.
Date: Wednesday, October 14th, 1992, 2:00-4:00
School: Sapporo Moiwa High School (SMHS)

For the purpose of teacher training at the first field testing site, the
researcher visited SMHS a little after two o'clock, on the 14th of October. He

was shown to the principal's office. The principal, the head of the English
department, and Teacher A who was going to conduct the lessons joined

them. The researcher expressed his appreciation for allowing him to do field
test in their school. He briefly explained to them the overall objectives and

procedures of the field test. Then the English teacher and the researcher
went to the English teachers' room and met six other English teachers there.
Next to the English teachers' room was the language laboratory where the
lessons were going to be conducted.

The room was equipped with a Sony language laboratory system.

There were 24 two-seat desks for students. Each desk had two cassette taperecorders with earphones and a color monitor in the center. There was a
teacher console desk at the front of the room. The instructor could control all
the equipment from the console desk: tape-recorders, televison monitors,
microphones, speaker volume, and so on.

In this room the researcher explained to the teacher the procedures of
each step in detail: what to do and when, how to say things, what sorts of

expressions to use, and what explanations to use at each step. Then they
started to play the VCR to check that everything was functioning properly.

At first there was no sound from the loud speaker. The English teacher had
not tried the video tape in the language lab, but he had viewed the tape at
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home. The researcher was familiar with this type of language laboratory
equipment and he could show the teacher how to use it. Finally the

researcher went over every step, actually playing and stopping the video,

talking through the microphone, talking to the empty seats, and writing a

sentence on the chalk board. This illustrated to the teacher what sort of
lesson the researcher had in mind and checked the lesson length. The

teacher expressed his strong agreement with the model and the core
procedures of the lesson. He raised a question: if he asked questions in

English and told the students to answer in English, they might not be able to
respond even though they knew the answer. There was some discussion

between the researcher and the teacher. They decided to let the students
answer in Japanese, if necessary. They also decided that the instructor
would speak in Japanese if circumstances required. Everything looked ready
for the lesson the next day.
Date: Monday, October 19th, 1992, 3:30-5:30
School: Asahikawa Nishi High School (ANHS)

On the 19th of October, the researcher visited Asahikawa Nishi High
School. The school was located near the center of a medium-sized city. The

researcher first met the principal, vice principal, the head of the English

department, and the two participating English teachers. The principal
explained a little about his school. The school, according to him, was a typical

Japanese high school, with approximately 90% of the students planning to
attend college.

The two English teachers took the researcher to the language

laboratory. The laboratory was equipped with a Panasonic language
laboratory system. Equipment difficulties similar to those that had occurred
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at the SMHS language laboratory were experienced. There was no sound

from the speaker. The researcher was not familiar with the language
laboratory system and therefore, could not help them. Although the teachers
had tried the equipment the day before they did not appear to have learned
enough. They should have completely mastered the use of the equipment

before the researcher arrived. Another English teacher was called in who
was able to show the others how to use the equipment.

The researcher explained the procedures as he had at SMHS. He
explained each step in detail. As before he asked for their opinions about

letting students answer in Japanese and letting the teacher use some
Japanese in certain circumstances. They agreed to this. During the meeting
the two teachers took written notes on their teaching plan sheets. One of the
two teachers, Teacher B, seemed to be very interested in conducting the
lesson. He asked questions about sound-off viewing and the American
education system.

The two teachers and the researcher discussed the new course Oral
Communication, that will be offered in 1994. The teachers expressed their
concerns about the new course.
Date: Thursday, October 22nd, 1992, 5:30-7:00
School: Tomakomai Higashi High School (THHS)

On the 22nd of October, the researcher went to THHS which was

located about 50 miles south of Sapporo. The researcher was introduced to

two vice principals. Unfortunately, there was a teacher-parent conference

going on on that day. The researcher had to wait for the teachers until they
were through with it. He met the two teachers at 5:45. Even though it was
after work hours, they were willing to be trained. There was no language
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laboratory at this school. The meeting was held in the audio-visual room,
where the lessons were going to be conducted. Because it was already 6:00,

the most important thing to do was to try the equipment. There was not a
television monitor in this room. Instead, a television projector and a big

screen were installed. The screen was about 80 by 80 inches. This was
slightly inconvenient because when the chalk board was needed, the screen

had to be rolled up. These two teachers were very familiar with their

equipment. The researcher explained each step in detail. They understood
quickly. They had prepared well and could manage their equipment. After

the researcher's explanation the three discussed the lesson for a while. The
two teachers brought up the issue of listening comprehension and college

entrance examinations. One of them talked of language items in the selected
sequence. Both seemed eager to teach oral aspects in their English class, and
yet they seemed to be worried about entrance examination English.
Field Testing
Field Test Procedure

At the beginning of each class, the researcher was introduced to the

students by the class teacher. A copy of the student questionnaire and a
worksheet were placed on each student's desk before the students came into

the classroom. The teacher questionnaire was handed to class-observing
teachers before the lesson began.

Before the lesson was started, the class teacher explained briefly the
objectives and procedures of the lesson. Then the lesson was conducted.

During the lesson, the students were asked to complete the first question at
the end of step 2. The other nine questions were answered after the
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completion of the lesson. Because of the class time limit, only 5 minutes were

allotted for students to complete the questionnaire. This may be a reason

why many students did not answer all the questions requiring written
comment. The class took approximately 40 minutes. The student and
teacher questionnaires were collected by the teacher teaching the lesson and
given to the researcher at the end of the class.
At the last moment, one of the schools was not able to participate. As a
result, only 11th grade classes were included in the field testing. Originally,
10th grade classes were to be included, but these classes were at the school
which did not participate.
Date: Thursday, October 15th, 1992
School: SMHS

The English teacher's mother passed away unexpectedly the night

before the field test at SMHS. It was inappropriate to conduct the field test
under these circumstances. Therefore, the researcher was obliged not to

conduct it. When the students arrived, the researcher gave a lesson, but did
not administer the questionnaire.
Date: Monday, October 20th, 1992
School: ANHS
Time: 1st period (8:50-9:40)
Student: 42 juniors.

Instructor: The researcher

The students arrived 5 minutes late. Teacher B was in the room and
helped the researcher with equipment operation. Five teachers and the two
principals observed the lesson. Teacher B introduced the researcher to the

students and the researcher thanked them for their cooperation. Then the
lesson began.
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When the movie was first shown without sound, the students looked a

little surprised. They had not expected to see a movie with no sound.

However, it seemed to attract much attention from them. All students
seemed to be very attentive to the lesson. In step 5, the researcher asked
them questions in simple English but it took a long time for the students to

respond in English. It appeared that the rest of the lesson would be lost if the

instructor insisted on English interaction. He started to speak some
Japanese at this point. The students were also allowed to respond in
Japanese. They looked relieved. Although they could not yet respond in
English, it was obvious by their responses in Japanese that they had
comprehended.

During the lesson the students were not very active. They did not
speak up, or ask any questions during the lesson. When they had a question,

they asked their neighbor. They just listened to what the instructor said.
And yet, they seemed to be enjoying the lesson. Later, the majority of them,
79.5%, said they thought the lesson was excellent or very good.

The lesson took approximately 40 minutes. Only 5 minutes were
allotted to complete the rest of the questionnaire.
Date: Monday, October 20th, 1992
School: ANHS
Time: 3rd period (10:50-11:40)
Student: 42 juniors
Instructor: Teacher B

This time the researcher observed the lesson and helped Teacher B by

operating the equipment. There were three observers in the room. The
lesson procedures were the same as the researcher did in the first period.

The students looked a little more relaxed than those in the first period and
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seemed to be enjoying the lesson. And yet, no one volunteered to answer, or

dared to ask a question.
In step 5, Teacher B asked the students questions, but he seemed to be

a little uncomfortable speaking in English. He tried to make them answer in

English just as the researcher did in the first period. The students did not
answer in English, so he used both languages.

In the movie there was a scene in which a little girl said to the
kindergarten teacher, "I need to go bathroom." When Teacher B asked,
"Where did she want to go?", one student answered, "Bedroom." This was an

informative mistake to the researcher. The lesson was rated as excellent or
very good by 78.6% of the students.

Date: Monday, October 20th, 1992
School: ANHS
Time: 5th period (1:20-2:10)
Student: 42 juniors
Instructor: Teacher B

The researcher served as an equipment operator as well as observed

the class. There was another observer in the room. The students seemed
even more relaxed. They were Teacher B's homeroom students. The lesson
proceeded smoothly and ended at the expected time, leaving 10 minutes for

the questionnaire. The lesson did not make the students feel rushed and
they appeared to have a comfortable feeling. The lesson was rated as
excellent or very good by 85.7% of the students.

Date: Monday, October 20th, 1992
School: ANHS
Time: 6th period (2:20-3:10)
Student: 42 juniors
Instructor:

The field test lesson was canceled because the teacher was absent.
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Date: Friday, October 23rd, 1992
School: THHS
Time: 1st period (8:45-9:35)
Student: 41 juniors
Instructor: The researcher

There were six observers, including three principals. The students
seemed happy to have a lesson in the audio-visual room. When the lesson

started, they were a little nervous but they soon relaxed. Because the school
was more oriented than ANHS toward college preparation, the researcher
suspected that there might be some students who would not show any

interest in this type of lesson. The researcher thought they would be more

interested in grammar translation type of lessons. However, they seemed
more involved in the lesson than ANHS students. They did not volunteer or
ask questions, but the researcher could tell from their facial expressions and
kinetics that they were mentally involved in the lesson.
The researcher proceeded with the lesson almost in the same way as he
did at ANHS. However, he took a little more time for step 8, flexible activity,

where he explained the structure of a sentence that they practiced listening.
Many of them looked interested in the explanation.

When the lesson was over, a student approached the researcher and

told him that the students had just learned the same structure in a grammar
class. She also asked him about studying in the United States. This lesson
was rated as excellent or very good by 85.4% of the students.

Date: Friday, October 23rd, 1992
School: THHS
Time: 4th period (11:45-12:35)
Student: 41 juniors
Instructor: Teacher C

Teacher D helped Teacher C with operating the equipment. There was
one observer in the room. The lesson proceeded like the one in the first
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period. There were some students who did not show much interest in the
lesson. Teacher C did not seem very confident of speaking in English. When
he spoke in English at step 5, he sounded slightly uncomfortable.

When he explained the sentence structure, the students looked more
interested. When the lesson was over, Teacher C did not look satisfied. The
lesson was rated as excellent or very good by 70.0% of the students.

Date: Friday, October 23rd, 1992
School: THHS
Time: 6th period (2:20-3:10)
Student: 42 juniors
Instructor: Teacher D
There were three observers, including the principal, in the room .
Teacher D started the lesson by showing the students an English textbook

they had used the year before. The first chapter of the textbook mentioned
viewing televison programs with the sound turned off. The chapter told
readers that they could get much information from a soundless television

screen. Then he proceeded with step 1 and showed the sequence without

sound. The students watched the screen attentively. This was a good start.
He continued the rest of the lesson very smoothly. His English sounded
comfortable. Overall, students seemed to be participating actively in the
lesson.

When Teacher D was trying to help them comprehend, "I want to have

them answered immediately," nobody could hear the word them. One student
answered, "something like em," even though he did not know it was them.

Teacher D praised him and said, "You are right. He pronounced it em. He

did not say them. But it was them. The student looked very pleased.
Teacher D covered all the steps, leaving 10 minutes left for the questionnaire.

Everything proceeded very smoothly. It seemed that students enjoyed the
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lesson and the teacher enjoyed teaching. The lesson was rated as excellent or
very good by 85.7%m of the students.

Questionnaires
The following questions were given to the students and the teachers
respectively in questionnaires (Appendix F & G).

Questions to the students
1. How well did you understand the dialogue at the end of step 2 ?
2. How well did you understand the dialogue at the end of step 9 ?
3. How much do you like learning English?
4. How much did you like today's lesson?
5. Do you think your comprehension will improve if you continue lessons
like the one today?
6. What was the part you liked best in today's lesson?
7. What was the part you did not like in today's lesson?
8. Please describe one or two things you learned in today's lesson?
9. What English skill would you like to learn? Please show the order of
your preference by number. Please specify if you choose other.
Listening / Speaking / Reading / Writing / Other
10. What kind of learning materials do you like in a listening comprehension
lesson?

Questions to the teachers
1. How do you rate today's lesson as a whole?
2. What was the part you liked best in today's lesson?
3. What was the part you did not like in today's lesson?
4. Do think the student's listening comprehension will improve if they
continue to have this type of lesson?
5. What would you have done differently or in addition?
6. What do you think of video as teaching material for listening
comprehension?
7. What kinds of teaching materials would you prefer for listening
comprehension lesson?
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8. What difficulties do you foresee in using video as teaching material?
9. Any other comments or suggestions would be appreciated.
Due to the limited time and for some other reasons, several questions

were not answered by many participants. Therefore, the answers were sorted
under two categories: student/teacher attitudes and perceptions.

Student Attitudes and Perceptions
Student Attitudes toward English Stusiv

Question 3 in the student questionnaire Ireferred to as SQ3 hereafter)

asked how much the student liked English study. A 5-point Likert scale was
used. Table 4.1 shows the responses to this question.

Four of the 251 students did not respond to this question. The total
respondents were almost evenly divided into three groups: 90 (36.5%)
reported liking English study "well" or "very well"; 87 (35.2%) reported liking

it "somewhat"; and 70 (28.3%) reported not liking it. The latter group
included those who reported they liked English study "a little," which was

interpreted to mean they disliked it more than liked it.
Table 4.1 Response to SQ3: How much do you like learning English?
Very much
Much
Somewhat
A little
Not at all
No response
Total
Valid Cases

Frequency
17

73
87
41
29
4
251
247

Percent
6.8
29.1
34.6
16.3
11.6
1.6

Valid

Percent
6.9
29.6
35.2
16.6
11.7

Cumulative
Percent
6.9
36.5
71.7
88.3
100.0
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Perceived Understanding of the Dialogue,

In question 1, students were asked to rate how much they understood
the dialogue at the end of step 2. In order to collect correct data, students

were asked to respond to this question right after step 2 in the lesson was
completed, even though it disturbed the stream of the lesson. At this stage

students had heard the dialogues three times in success. Table 4.2 shows the
responses to the question. Over half (52.2%) of the 251 students reported
understanding "some," "well, or "very well"; 10% reported they did not

understand at all.
Table 4.2 Response to SQL How well did you understand the dialogue
at the end of step 2?
Very well
Well
Some
A little
None at all
Total
Valid Cases

Frequency
1

26
104
95
25
251
251

Percent
0.4
10.4
41.4
37.8
10.0

Valid

Percent
0.4
10.4
41.4
37.8
10.0

Cumulative
Percent
0.4

10.8
52.2
90.0
100.0

Students were asked basically the same question at the end of the
lesson. Question 2 asked them to rate how well they understood the dialogue

at the end of step 9. At this stage, the dialogue had been played through at
least 6 times and thoroughly discussed.

The expectation was that students would comprehend more at the end
of the lesson than at the end of step 2. As Table 4.3 shows, 94.8% reported
understanding "some," "well" or "very well." At the end of step 2, only one

student reported understanding "very well." At the end of step 9, 19 students
reported they understood the dialogue "very well." The number of students
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who reported understanding "well" increased more than five times, from 26 to

142. The number of students reporting they did not understand at all
decreased from 25 to 2.

Table 4.3 Response to SQ2: How well did you understand the dialogue
at the end of step 9?
Very well
Well
Some
A little
None at all
Total
Valid Cases

Percent

Frequency

7.6
56.5
30.7
4.4
0.8

19
142
77
11
2

251
251

Valid

Percent
7.6
56.5
30.7
4.4
0.8

Cumulative
Percent
7.6
64.1
94.8
99.2
100.0

Cross-tabulation of the data sets for responses to question 1 and

question 2 revealed that 221 students reported a change in level of
understanding, at the end of step 9. Of the 221, 163 reported understanding
at one level higher at the end of step 9; 55 reported understanding at two

levels higher; and 3 reported understanding at three levels higher. However,
30 students reported no change in understanding (this included one student
who reported understanding "very well" and five students who reported

understanding "none at all" or "a little" at the end of step 2). Results of the
cross-tabulation are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4 Cross-tabulation of student understanding of dialogue at
the end of step 2 and at the end of step 9
Step 9
None at all
A little
Some
Well
Very well

Total

Step 2
None
2
8
12
3

25

A little
3

54
38
95

Some
11

88
5
104

Well

Very Well

Total
2

11

13
13

26

1

1

77
142
19
251
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Attitudes toward the Lesson and Lesson Materials

In question 4, students participating in the field test were asked (a) to
rate the lesson on a 5-point Likert scale, with 1= poor, 2= fair, 3= good, 4=

very good, and 5= excellent; and (b) to comment on what they liked the best

about the lesson. Table 4.5 shows the frequency and percent of responses.
Table 4.5 Response to SQ4: How much did you like today's lesson?

Excellent

Very good
Good

Fair

Poor
No response
Total
Valid Cases

Frequency
116

82
35
10

4

4
251
247

Percent
46.2
32.7
13.9
4.0
1.6
1.6

Valid

Percent
47.0
33.2
14.2
4.0
1.6

Cumulative
Percent
47.0
80.2
94.4
98.4
100.0

As Table 4.5 shows, almost one-half (47%) of the 247 students

responding to this question rated the lesson as "excellent" and one-third
(33.2%) rated it as "very good." There were four (1.6%) students who rated

the lesson as poor. However, three of the four had reported not liking English
study.

The researcher's classroom observation was that almost all students

were very much interested in the lesson activity. It was clear that they
enjoyed the class. Responding to SQ7, "What was the part you liked best in
today's lesson?", of the 167 students who responded to this question, 108

students answered "the use of movie/TV material"; 34 students responded

that the class was enjoyable; and 25 students said the best was to be exposed

to authentic English. Responding to SQ8, 15 students stated that they
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confirmed a sentence pattern that they had learned in a grammar class. To
SQ10, "What kind of learning material do you like in a comprehension

lesson?', 217 students responded. Of the 217 students, 193 said that they
liked movie/TV programs. There were 196 students who responded to SQ9,
"What English skill do you like to learn?" More than half, 88, chose speaking,
65 chose listening, 35 chose reading, and 8 chose writing.

Cross-tabulation of the responses to question 3 (liking English study)
and question 4 (liking today's lesson) revealed that of the 90 students who
reported liking English study "much" or "very much," 82 rated the lesson
"very good" or "excellent." Of the 87 students who reported "somewhat" liking

English study, 70 rated the lesson "very good" or "excellent." More

importantly, perhaps, of the 70 students who reported liking English study
"not at all" or "a little," 46 rated the lesson "very good" or "excellent" and 14

rated it "good." Table 4.6 presents the cross-tabulation results.
Table 4.6 Cross-tabulation of liking English study and liking the lesson
Lesson
Poor

Fair

Good
Very good

Excellent
Total

English Study
Not at all A little
2
5
7
6
9

29

1

2
7
16
15

41

Somewhat
1

2

14
33
37
87

Much

Very Much

10

1

7

23
42
73

Total
4

4

13
17

35
82
116
247

Students were also asked if they thought they would improve their
listening comprehension by continued practices with this type of lesson
(question 5). Regarding level of expectation, 87.1% students responded
"strongly" or "very strongly" that they thought they would improve their
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listening comprehension through this type lesson. Only 2 of the 249 students
answered negatively to this question.
Table 4.7 Response to SQ5: Do you think your listening comprehension
will improve if you continue lessons like the one today?
Very strongly
Strongly
Some

A little
None at all
No response
Total
Valid Cases

Frequency
130
87
28
2
2
2

251
249

Percent
51.8
34.7
11.1
0.8
0.8
0.8

Valid
Percent
52.2
34.9

Cumulative
Percent
52.2
87.1
98.4
99.2
100.0

11.3
0.8
0.8

The data for question 3 (liking English study) and question 5
(expecting improvement) were cross-tabulated. Table 4.8 shows the results.

Table 4.8 Cross-tabulation of liking English study and expectation of
improvement in listening comprehension
English Study
Expectation
Not at all A little
None at all
1
A little
1
1
Somewhat
8
8
Strongly
11
19
Very strongly
8
13
Total
29
41

Somewhat
1

8

28
50
87

Much
5

25
43
73

Very Much

8

9

17

Total
2
2

29
91

123
247

Of the 70 students who did not like English study or like it only "a
little", 51 (72.9%) reported they expected "strongly" or "very strongly" that

their listening comprehension would improve if they continued this type of

practice. Among the 90 students who reported liking English study "much"
or "very much"," 85 (94.4%) "strongly" or "very strongly" expected
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improvement. Among the 87 students who liked English study "somewhat,"
78 (89.6%) expected "strongly" or "very strongly" that they would improve

their listening comprehension by continued practice with this type of lesson.
Overall, 245 of the 247 students (99.2%) thought they would improve their

listening comprehension through this type of lesson, although some students'

expectation was higher than others.
Teacher Attitudes and Perceptions
Fifteen teachers from six classes who either instructed a field test
lesson or observed a class completed a teacher questionnaire. Responses from

these teachers were analyzed by the researcher. The input from the teachers
was most helpful in determining the effectiveness of the lesson plan as a

teaching as well as a learning material.
Attitudes toward the Lesson
The principals of the two high schools implicitly suggested that not all

the EFL teachers in their schools were enthusiastic about the field test,
although many expressed interest in video use in EFL instruction. This
paradox may have been due to the fact that Japanese teachers do not like
others coming into their classrooms, regardless of who those others are.

Consequently, the researcher expected negative responses from the teachers.

However, the responses from both the teachers who instructed a lesson and
those who only observed were all positive toward this type of lesson. In
response to question 1 on the teacher's questionnaire (TQ 1),,"How much did

you like today's lesson?, 3 teachers reported "very good" and 12 reported
"excellent."
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Eleven teachers responded to question 2, "What part of today's lesson
did you find good? Their responses were:

* Task listening
* From 'whole' to 'part'
* Authentic material
* Repeated listening
* Making student relaxed/ without being bored
* Not too much work and relaxed atmosphere
* Well prepared lesson organization
* Sound-off technique (3 responses)
* Good example for oral communication lesson

The Japanese EFL teachers are curious about the Oral Communication
course they will have to start teaching in 1994. This might in part explain
their enthusiasm for this type of lesson. This is reflected by comments from
one of the teacher observers:
Today's lesson was very informative to me. I have often wished I knew
how to use video effectively in the classroom . The students appeared
to be a lot more interested than usual. Videos are a good way of

stimulating their interest.

Responding to TQ3, "What was the part you did not like in today's

lesson?", 13 teachers said that they did not see anything particular they did

not like. Another teacher wrote,
* The students were a little nervous and did not speak up loud enough
when they answered in English. Japanese students will not answer
if they are not sure that they can answer correctly (ANHS).
The other teacher wrote,

* I can't fault the class at all, but it's a shame that the students were
reluctant to speak out (THHS).
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Attitudes toward Lesson Materials
Question 6 asked for the teachers' opinions of video as a teaching

material. Only eight teachers responded to this question. They answered
favorably, however some provided ratings rather than reasons for their
opinion. Also one teacher's comment referred to the field test lesson material.
The responses were:

* It is good because students can both view and listen.
* Excellent
* Very good (4 responses)
* Dramas and Sesame Street would be good.
* I think the selected material "Kindergarten Cop" was appropriate as
it was humorous and was performed by an actor whom the students
know.
Responding to TQ7, "What kind of teaching material would you prefer
for your listening comprehension lesson?", responses were the following:

* English version of Japanese dramas that students know well
* Movies/TV programs broadcast by NHK (Japan's public broadcasting)
* TV programs with scripts
* Programs with situation that are easy to grasp
* Stories attractive to students
* Movies comprehensible to students
* Movies like the one used in today's lesson. Not too long / interesting /
appropriate language items to teach
* Not only sound but vision is desirable
* Video programs with captions
TQ8 was, "What difficulties do you foresee in using video as teaching

material?" Eleven teachers responded as follows:
* Selection of materials (6 responses)
* Operation of equipment (2 responses)
* Complete preparation is needed (2 responses)
* Need special room(s) with equipment installed
* Integration of listening lessons with ordinary English classes
* College entrance examination
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* Gap between the student's language level and the level of material
* Ample time to complete the lesson is required
The video material selected for the field test was a best-selling video
movie. One Delphi panel member, a former high school English teacher, EFL

teacher consultant who is now a university professor, said that he had used
the same movie with his college students. He even rightly guessed the
dialogue sequence the researcher chose to use in the field test.

One of the assumptions of this study was that the material selected for
this study would be acceptable to both teachers and students and encourage

their participation in the study. It would seem that this assumption was
confirmed by the responses both from the students and teachers.

Perceived Student Improvement
The teachers were asked "Do you think student listening
comprehension will improve if they continue to have lesson of today's type?"

(question 4). Four felt "strongly" and 11 felt "very strongly" that students'
listening comprehension would improve

Their expectation was higher than

the students. As shown in Table 4.7, 87.1% of the 249 students who
responded to a like question felt "strongly" or "very strongly" that their
listening comprehension would be improved by this type of practice.

Two teachers gave reasons explaining why they thought students'
listening comprehension would improve with this type of lesson:

* This will surely improve their aural comprehension because they
cannot help concentrating their attention in each step.
* This type of class must work effectively. The students were highly
motivated by the enjoyable materials and well prepared procedures.
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Debriefing

When the lessons were over, the researcher met the teachers to discuss

their reactions to teaching the lessons. Generally their reactions fell into
three categories: 1) the lesson procedure, 2) the material, and 3) the students'
reactions. The researcher's lesson was also discussed.
ANHS

Two teachers were originally planning to participate in the field-

testing. Unfortunately, one of them could not conduct a class due to his
illness. Therefore, debriefing at ANHS was done privately between the
teacher and the researcher following each lesson. The teacher who did two
lessons expressed his feeling that his classes were not satisfactory. It should
be noted, however, that in most cases Japanese teachers would say that the
classes were not satisfactory even when they thought their classes were good.

In fact, the researcher felt that the teacher was quite satisfied especially with
the lesson he taught in the 5th period.
The teacher said that he did not see any problem with the procedures
of the lesson. He admitted that it took him too much time to do step 5, but it
was partly because he lacked fluent command of English himself. He thought
that if English teachers were accustomed to speaking English in class, and
students were always exposed to English questions, there would be no
problem with the procedures.

He felt that the material was well suited to his students. In some
parts, the dialogue was delivered very fast. But he considered the delivery

rate was appropriate because this was a lesson to practice listening.
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He mentioned that the students participated in the lessons

enthusiastically. He told the researcher that they gave more attention to the
lesson than usual.
THHS.

A brief meeting was held in the principal's office from 3:30 to 4:15. The

principal, the head of the English department, the two English teachers, a
university professor (one of the Delphi panel members), and the researcher

attended the meeting. First, the principal thanked the researcher and the
Delphi panel member for providing an inspiring experience to English

teachers and other teachers in his school. The English department head
served as the moderator of the meeting.

The two English teachers expressed how they felt about their

performance in the lessons. Both of them rated themselves humbly. The
Delphi panel member praised them, saying that their classes were good and

that the students enjoyed them. The researcher agreed with him.
Neither teacher saw any problem with the procedures of the model.

One of them said that the students showed much interest in the structural
explanation in step 8. According to him it was tremendously good timing

because the students could confirm the grammatical structure that they had
learned in another class in the movie they watched. He also said that the
researcher's example of the sentence structure interested the students,
because most of them are studying for college entrance examinations.

As for the material, both teachers agreed that the selected movie

sequence was appropriate. The English department head commented that
selecting materials from a popular movie was a way to promote the students'

motivation. One of the English teachers said that it might be a problem to
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get scripts of movies. He confessed that he could not comprehend dialogues

in a movie very well. The researcher suggested that they could ask for help
from AET's (Assistant English Teachers).

The two THHS teachers and department head agreed that the

students were more attentive to the lesson than usual. They did not say
active, but attentive. Other topics such as Oral Communication and college
entrance examinations, the need for another audio-visual room, how to

evaluate student's progress in listening comprehension, and teacher
retraining were also discussed in the meeting.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
Problem

Most Japanese high school and college students can barely
communicate orally in English after studying the language for six or more

years. This is because English language instruction in Japanese public
schools is focused on grammar and translation. It is certain that in the 21st
century internationalization will be much more pronounced. The Ministry of
Education of Japan, therefore, has decided to require "Oral Communication"

in the English subject area, starting in 1994. Three oral communication
courses have been proposed: Oral Communication A, which focuses on

conversational English; Oral Communication B, which focuses on listening
comprehension; and Oral Communication C, which focuses on discussion and

debate in English. Every high school is required to offer at least one of these

three courses. This is a serious issue for Japanese teachers of English. Most
teachers were not trained in listening and speaking in English, yet they will
be required to teach these skills.
Purpose and Design of the Study
A possible way to relieve the teacher's burden is to provide them with a

practical model of a lesson along with actual teaching material. Most high
schools are likely to offer Oral Communication B since teaching listening is

considered to be easier than teaching speaking.
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Thanks to economic and technological advancements, all high schools

in Japan have audio-visual equipment installed. In addition, there are many
video cassettes available on the market and off-air recording is also
accessible.

The purpose of this study was to develop and test a model in which
video materials are effectively used to develop students' listening
communication ability. The study proceeded through the following three
phases:

Phase one. Literature was reviewed to establish the theoretical
framework for the model. The literature review covered English education

issues in Japan, general learning theory, instructional design theory,
language acquisition theory, cross-cultural aspects in language learning,
listening comprehension and video, and use of video materials in classroom.
A schematic of the model based on the framework was proposed.

Phase two. In order to validate the model a Delphi panel was formed.
The Delphi panel was composed of three American and six Japanese EFL

experts. All the Delphi members had taught or were teaching homogeneous

Japanese learners. They included Japanese high school English teachers,
instructors at the English Language Institute of Oregon State University,
Japanese college professors, and a teacher consultant/EFL specialist in a

prefectural board of education in Japan. Consensus was reached through two
successive questionnaires. Based on the Delphi panel's input, the model was
slightly modified.

Phase three. A lesson plan based on the model was field tested in two

high schools in Japan. The participants included 251 11th grade students
and three Japanese teachers of English. Two sets of data, one from the
student questionnaire and one from the teacher questionnaire, were collected
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and analyzed. A performance test was not administered but the attitudes
and perceptions of those involved in the field test were measured.

Findings of the Study

First, the proposed model was strongly supported. Collected data

showed that more than 80% of the students who participated in the study
rated the lesson as very good or excellent. All the teachers also rated it as
very good or excellent. Comments from the Delphi members also supported
the model as a good example of teaching procedures for listening

comprehension instruction.
Second, students were strongly supportive of the use of movies and TV

programs in their English classes. Responding to question 6, "What was the
part you liked best in today's lesson?", the majority of students (64.7%) said,
"the use of movie/TV material."

The researcher clearly observed that the students enjoyed the popular
movie in the classroom rather than material produced specifically for

language instruction. They were motivated by being exposed to authentic

English. The same observation was addressed by the teachers and others in
the debriefing session.

Third, analysis of data shows that the students and teachers strongly
felt that this type of lesson would improve the listening comprehension of the

learner. The great majority of the students (87.1%) answered that they would
expect to improve their listening comprehension with this type of lesson.
Eleven out of fifteen teachers felt very strongly and the rest four felt strongly

that students would improve their listening comprehension in this lesson.
Fourth, this type of lesson was welcomed by many students regardless

of how well they like studying English. Cross-tabulation of liking English
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study and liking of this type of lesson revealed that more than half of the
students (65.7%) who reported that they liked English study "a little" or "not
at all" rated the lesson "very good" or "excellent."

Fifth, the students enjoyed not only the fun part of the lesson (the use
of video or novelty of this type of lesson, but also the serious part of it

(language items) through authentic language use. This was revealed in the

responses to SQ8. Some students wrote that studying English sentence
structures could help them comprehend spoken English.

Sixth, the researcher felt, based on his observations, that some
students might not be satisfied with the lesson if this model uses only

listening practice. It might be necessary to make some efforts to satisfy those
who study English for academic or other purposes. In Japan all college

applicants are required to take college entrance examinations in which

English is a major component. It must be noted that the examination is
grammar-translation oriented. Although one Delphi panel member pointed
out that the lesson based on the model was not a grammar lesson, the
students' needs must be considered.

Seventh, teacher questionnaire responses and comments at debriefing

revealed that the teachers had some concern about materials.
Comprehending authentic English in movies and TV programs is no easy

task even for English teachers. It is necessary to solve this problem in order
for these teachers to be able to teach this new course.

Eighth, most students did not respond in English. But when they were
asked in Japanese and allowed to answer in Japanese, they did respond.
This is a clear indication that although they could not answer in English,
they comprehended what they heard.
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Ninth, many Japanese teachers of English are reluctant to speak
English in English classes. They do not like to speak the language unless
they are sure to express themselves without making a mistake.
Conclusions

The literature review, validation process of the proposed model

through the Delphi technique, and findings from the field-testing and
observations led the researcher to the following conclusions:

First, the theoretical framework for the listening comprehension lesson
should be based on the following:

1. Authentic language listening in a classroom setting is made
possible through the use of videos.
2. Listening should be practiced through top-down processing.
Progressive differentiation or a "from whole to part" process is

appropriate for high school and college students who possess
many schemata or scripts to cope with incoming information.

3. Materials must be interesting, relevant, and comprehensible,
that is, meaningful to learners.
4. Specific listening functions, such as comprehension of main idea,

comprehension in detail, and full comprehension, should be
considered in the class procedure.

5. Listener tasks should be considered in the class procedure.
Second, the proposed model has been validated, with a slight

modification, through the Delphi process. Therefore, this model can be
recommended for listening comprehension classes in Japan. However, this
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model can be more effectively introduced in the classroom when teachers are

appropriately trained.
Third, Criteria for video selection should include items such as: a)
interest, b) content, c) vocabulary, d) length, e) language items, f) language

level, and g) cultural aspects.

Fourth, the model can be implemented in the classroom in Japan.
Findings from the field test indicate that this model can be used for any

Japanese student and can be taught by any Japanese teacher of English,
regardless of the student's liking of English and the teacher's English
language skills.

Fifth, the great majority of the students and all the teachers involved
in this study felt that this type of lesson would improve learners' listening
comprehension.

Sixth, as Ito (1978) suggested, always requiring Japanese students to
speak English is not practical. Listening comprehension should be the major
focus of a lesson based on this model. In addition, as Krashen and Terrell
(1983) suggested, a silent period should be considered, especially for Japanese

learners of English who have not been trained in this area.

Seventh, the importance of teacher training and retraining cannot be
overemphasized. This model can be most effectively implemented when
instructors have a good command of the language.
Recommendations

Regarding implementation of the video-aided listening comprehension
model in the EFL classroom, the researcher recommends the following:
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1. The model should be introduced to Japanese teachers of English in
a seminar or workshop presented at an education center in each prefecture.
High school English teachers are now deeply concerned about how to deal

with the Oral Communication curricula which they are going to start
teaching in 1994. This model provides an example of how to conduct a
listening comprehension lesson.

2. A three-phase teacher training workshop should be designed. The

major purpose of phase one of the workshop is to train participants using the
model. Participating teachers will select their own video materials, make

their own lesson plans, demonstrate a lesson before other participants, and
evaluate each other. During phase two of the workshop the model will be

applied. After they conduct classes in their own schools for some time, they
will meet a second time, to share their findings, good points, and problems

they have actually experienced in their classes. If necessary, the model will
be modified based on the input of participants. Phase three can be planned to
improve the teacher's language skills. During the workshop, teachers can
benefit by rotating the teacher's and student's roles.
3. Teachers of English in each prefecture in Japan should form a study
group, continue implementation of the model, administer a performance test,
and compare the improvement between a controlled group and an
experimental group.
4. Each school board should form a committee to provide easy access to

sufficient video materials for the English teachers. The committee members
will select appropriate video materials and make a list of them. A checklist of
criteria for video material selection is shown in Appendix J. These materials
should be kept in major audio-visual centers or libraries in each area.
English teachers should be able to view or check them out for class use.
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General Recommendations

In addition to these recommendations for implementing the model, two
general recommendations are made:

1. Universities and colleges in Japan that train prospective English
teachers must make every effort to produce teachers who understand and

speak the language they will be teaching. This is the most fundamental issue
of teaching English in Japan.
2. In-service training for Japanese teachers of English is strongly

recommended. Reischauer (1970) stated more than 20 years ago that

Japanese teachers of English must be retrained. The training of Japanese
teachers of English has not changed. The teachers presently teaching are, in
some respect, victims of English education in Japan. They should be
provided with sufficient retraining opportunities.
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APPENDIX A
Theoretical Framework for the Proposed Model

The model was based upon the following assumptions derived from the

literature review:
1. Authentic listening in a classroom setting is possible through the
use of videos (Lonergan, 1984; Stempleski & Tomalin, 1990; Ur, 1984).

2. Listening practice should be practiced through top-down processing
(Rost, 1990). Progressive differentiation (Ausubel, 1968) or a "from whole to

part" process is appropriate for high school students, who possess many
schemata or scripts to cope with incoming information (Schank & Abelson,
1977; Rivers, 1981; Widowson, 1983).

3. Materials must be interesting, relevant, and comprehensible, that
is, meaningful to learners (Brown, 1987; Krashen, 1981b; Rogers, 1969).

4. Specific listening functions, such as comprehension of main idea,

comprehension in detail, and full comprehension, should be outlined in the
class procedure (Lund, 1990; Richards, 1987).

5. Listener tasks should be outlined in the class procedure (Lund,
1990; Richards, 1987).

Communication Processing Model

The often cited communication model proposed by Shannon and
Weaver (1949) presents a great insight when listening comprehension
teaching is considered.
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Information
Source

Transmitter

Receiver

Channel

Destination

ON"

Message

Received
Signal

Noise Source

Fig. A.1 Communication processing model ( Schannon & Weaver, 1949)

In interpersonal speech, the brain of the speaker serves as the
information source, and the brain of the listener is the destination; the

speaker's vocal system is the transmitter, while the listener's aural and
associated nerve systems constitute the receiver apparatus. Out of a set of
possible messages, the speaker selects the desired message. The vocal
system, or the transmitter, is used to change the selected message into
audible signals, which are then sent through the communication channel (i.e.,

in this case, through the air). As the signal passes through the channel,
interference may occur; that is, certain things may be added to the signal

which were not intended by the speaker. These unintentional additions may
be distortions in sound (i.e., telephony), or static if radio waves constitute the

media, or distortions in shape or shading of pictures in the case of TV
communication, or errors in transmission (i.e., telegraphy or facsimile

communication). Such unwanted changes in the transmitted signal are
referred to as noise (Schannon and Weaver, 1949).
Though this model was originally developed for the study of

telegraphic communications, language experts such as Carroll (1953), Lyon
(1977), Rivers (1981), and Rost (1990) have suggested that it can be used to
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provide many interesting insights into interpersonal communications.
However, one factor of importance in communication was absent from their

analyses of the communication process model: they focused on linguistic codes

only. The model, as constituted, did not encompass any paralinguistic or nonlinguistic elements.

In real-life situations listening does not generally take place in the
total absence of visual clues (Ur, 1984). Various paralinguistic or non-

linguistic clues are present which assist listeners in understanding the
speaker's message correctly. The visual, situational, and environmental
clues, they all contribute to an appropriate understanding of the message.
Thus, it is proposed that Shannon and Weaver communication
processing model be modified as indicated in figure A.2
Aid Source

Information
Source

11/7

Transmitter

Messaglieli

Signal

Destination

Receiver

Channel

Received
Signal

Message

Noise Source

Figure A. 2 Proposed listening comprehension model
for use with video communications

In real-life listening situations, aid sources serve to compensate for the
erosions caused by noise sources, contributing toward the conveyance of

messages that linguistic clues fail to adequately express. Mehrabian (1968)
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argued that 55 percent of all human communication is conducted through the
exercise of body language. In listening practice, audio tapes constitute only

limited help in the demonstration of paralinguistic, situational, and
environmental clues. On the other hand, video watching aid sources include
both visual paralinguistic and non-linguistic clues.
Video Materials

By the use of video materials, it is possible to provide learners with

real-life listening environments within the classroom. Moreover, the use of
video is in conformity with current theories of how learning occurs. Krashen

(1982) has pointed out that students who only observed a TPR session

performed as well as students who participated in the class. Altman (1989)
has argued that it is necessary for foreign language learners to consistently
observe language and world connections as well as to directly experience the

use of the same connections. This concept is in accordance with the social
learning theory of Bandura (1969). On the TV or movie screen, these speech

acts are abundantly displayed. Through use of video materials in the
classroom, learners are exposed to ample real-life language environments in
the classroom.

Videotapes constitute cultural treasures for the teachers of foreign
languages (Lonergan, 1984; Stempleski & Tomalin, 1990). Language

teachers can use them to show learners features of the target culture.
Language teachers are most likely to wish to take their students to
restaurants, banks, schools, grocery stores, churches, movies, airports,

beaches, and sports arenas as well as many other places of interest in the
target language countries. Using video materials, English language teachers
may take their students to these places as well as into American or English
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homes, showing them the family and living rooms, as well as the kitchen,

bathrooms, bedrooms, and other features such as the grounds and yards.
They can expose their students to life at elementary, middle, and high
schools, as well as to the experience of life at American or English

universities and colleges. The list of simulated life experiences in the target
culture enabled by video technology is endless.
Coping with Oncoming Streams of Sound

There are two approaches to processing incoming communication

signals, top-down and bottom-up (Richards, 1978). In the latter, the listener
decodes the signals by identifying and then distinguishing between words,

structures, grammar, and other linguistic signals. This is referred to as a
"from part to whole" process. In top-down processing, the listener attempts
to comprehend what is heard as a whole, then proceeds to investigate the

meaning in detail. This is referred to as a "from whole to part" process, or
what Ausubel (1968) called progressive differentiation. In top-down
processing, the listener is cognitively involved and uses schemata or scripts

which are not transmitted in the language itself (Rivers, 1981: Schank &
Abelson, 1977).

Both approaches are necessary elements of language teaching (Morley,
1991), but the language level of the learners and the purpose for listening are

the elements that determine which of these two approaches is more

appropriate for a given situation. Beginners require more of the bottom-up
approach, while the top-down approach is more suitable for intermediate or

advanced language students. For intermediate and advanced learners in
high schools and colleges, the reverse is true, that is, top-down practices are

common. In the latter settings, the top-down approach is more suitable since
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it may be presumed that these advanced learners have greater reference to
scripts and schemata (Rivers, 1981: Schank & Abelson, 1977). Also in
conventional procedures discrete skills are systematically presented step-by

step and subsequently are combined or reconstructed into the whole. This

approach has been challenged by current linguists. When something is
comprehended it is first observed as a whole, after which the details are
investigated (Iwaki, 1975). Thus, for high school and college students, topdown processing exercises would seem to be more appropriate.

Listening Functions
For listening comprehension, Richards (1987) proposed 51 micro-skills

and 8 listening exercise types. More recently, Lund (1990) defined six
listening functions: identification, orientation, comprehension of the main
idea, comprehension in detail, full comprehension, and replication. The first
two categories by Lund can be combined into one category and termed prep-

comprehension. The final function, replication, would seem to be

inappropriately listed as a listener function since it is more of a response
than a comprehension process.
The Lund (1990) taxonomy was focused only upon linguistic factors.
As previously noted, communicative competence is not composed solely of

linguistic factors. It is obvious that when linguistic information is presented
through videotapes, the visual elements are important components of that
information. In effect, showing learners direct examples of the lifestyle of the

target culture is becoming increasingly important. It not only makes
language learning interesting and motivational, but also provides necessary

inputs for reading and listening practice. It may be safe to say that in
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addition to reading, writing, speaking, and listening, the acquisition of
culture is the fifth necessary skill in language learning (Esther, 1986).
Thus, it is proposed that there are five listening comprehension
functions in language learning: prep-comprehension, comprehension of the

main idea, comprehension in detail, full comprehension, and cultural
comprehension.

1. Prep-comprehension. Prep-comprehension is the preparatory stage
for comprehension of the message, a step just prior to understanding the
message content. Lund (1990) divided this step into two parts: identification

and orientation. This stage includes such elements as aural perception,
recognition, and discrimination. This level of practice is largely appropriate
for beginning level students, but it can also be useful for advanced students

when activities are focused upon grammar rather than upon content (Lund,
1990).

2. Comprehension of the Main Idea. Grasping the main idea does not

require the listeners to comprehend the message in detail. They have only to
answer what a given program is about, or what is occurring in a given

situation.
3. Comprehension in Detail. For this function, the listener focuses on

specific information. In this stage, the listener tries to obtain information to
support main idea, by adding up details that may or may not be
communicated through language. It is possible to acquire detailed
information independently, and not just as supportive facts for a main idea
(Lund, 1990).

4. Full Comprehension. Full comprehension demands the listener
comprehend the entire message based upon its main idea as well as its

details from nonlinguistic clues and schemata. The listener is expected to
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understand the emotions of the speaker or what a specific situation means to
the speaker, as well as a predict what will next occur. This level is the
ultimate goal of instruction in listening comprehension (Lund, 1990).
Practice at this level is also possible even at the novice level when

appropriate materials are provided and the task is properly directed.
5. Cultural Comprehension. Cultural comprehension incorporates two
elements: the linguistic and the nonlinguistic. As previously discussed,
communicative competence is not composed solely of linguistic decoding

methodologies, but includes pragmatic and sociolinguistic competences as

well (Bachman & Palmer, 1983; Hymes, 1972; Morris, 1938). Native
speakers in videos or programs provide listeners with live examples of speech

acts. However, cultural cues are often overlooked by listeners and learners,

therefore appropriate classroom instruction is an indispensable part of this
function (Esther, 1986).

Listener Tasks
Most commercially produced listening materials presented in Japan

test the memory of learners rather than their listening comprehension skills
(Takahashi, 1986). For example, an exercise in which the learner provides

true or false responses about content issues typically requires memory rather
than comprehension. This type of activity seldom helps the learner develop
the ability to grasp main ideas or to extract relevant details (Richards, 1987).
In listening comprehension lessons, teachers should train comprehension
skills but not to test their memory. Active viewing and listening is the key

for learning-oriented rather than testing-oriented classroom activities
(Lonergan, 1984). Active viewing and listening can be realized when learners
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know what sorts of exercises they will be exposed to during or following

listening exercises. For this study, six basic tasks are proposed as follows:
A. Selection. Learners are presented choices of answers in a written
or pictorial form on a worksheet (Richards, 1987). For example, students

select the most appropriate title from among-several titles, or choose a picture
according to a conversation or a description.

B. Transformation. Learners transform the received information into
different forms. Richards (1987) defined this category as receiving

information in one form and transferring it, or parts of it, into another form.
This type of task consists of drawing or preparing graphics, filling in a table

or chart, and translation.
C. Answering. In this popular and easily handled technique, typically
the teacher poses questions orally about content, preparing various kinds of
questions for different levels of listening. This type of activity serves to

enhance teacher-student interactions and creates an active atmosphere in the
classroom. The teacher prepares appropriate questions in advance for the
assessment of learner comprehension. Grammatical errors may be tolerated.

D. Condensing. In this technique, learners reduce the message to an
outline of its main points (Lund, 1990; Richards, 1987). Learners are allowed
to take notes while listening, since this is not a test of memory. Written and

oral summaries are examples of responses for this form of activity.

E. Extension. Extension activities include guessing outcomes,
endings, and causes, and problem solving, based on information to which the

learners have listened (Lund, 1990).

F. Duplication. This type of exercise was described by Richards (1983)
as "transcribing," meaning to replicate the message exactly as it was heard.

Students listen to a message and then write down what they heard.
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Dictation and oral repetition are the most common examples of this type of
exercise.

Table A. 1 Function-Task Matrix for Listening through Video
Function

Task

1. PrepComprehension

2. Main idea
Comprehension

3. Detail
Comprehension

4. Full
Comprehension

5. Cultural

Compre-

hension

A Selection

1-A

2-A

3-A

4-A

5-A

B Transformation

1-B

2-B

3-B

4-B

5-B

C Answering

1-C

2-C

3-C

4-C

5-C

D Condensing

1-D

2-D

3-D

4-D

5-D

E Extension

1-E

2-E

3-E

4-E

5-E

F Duplication

1-F

2-F

3-F

4-F

5-F

(Adapted and modified from Lund 1990)

The five functions and six tasks described in this section can be
combined to 30 different activities, as shown in the function-task matrix
presented in Table A. 1. Teachers would be encouraged not to devote too

much time to a selected few activities. To maintain student motivation and
levels of activity, classroom techniques should be varied and mentally

attractive.
A lesson can and should be composed of more than a single activity

from among the 30 choices. Thus, each class session may be somewhat

different from the previous class session and students will be constantly
involved in some new activity.
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APPENDIX B
Delphi Panel Members
Tom Cope

Special program coordinator
English Language Institute, Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon
(He taught Japanese adults in Odawara in Japan for five years. He currently
coordinates special programs for students from abroad)
Karl Drobnic
Director
Asia University America Program(AUAP), Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon
(He has taught foreign students for 25 years. He has been teaching Japanese
students in AUAP for four years.)

Takao Ishimae
Head of instruction department and English teacher
Hiragishi high school in Sapporo, Japan
Masaaki Kobayashi
English teacher
Moiwa high school in Sapporo, Japan
(He has been teaching English for 20 years, during which he studied ESL at a
university in Australia for one year. He also studied in Reading University in
England under the sponsorship from British Council.)
Deborah Marino
Academic coordinator
Asia University America Program(AUAP), Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon
(She has taught foreign students for 20 years. She has been teaching
Japanese students in AUAP for four years.)

Masaharu Morinaga
Professor of English
Hokkaido university of education
(He is a most active EFL teacher trainer in the prefecture.)
Nobuyoshi Nakatsuka
English teacher
Sapporo Shinkawa high school
Sapporo, Japan
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Akiko Shibata
Teacher consultant
Hokkaido Education Research Institute

Ebetsu, Japan
(She coordinates and helps English teachers in in-service training as an EFL
specialist in the Institute.)
Keiichiro Tanahashi
Professor of English
Hokkaido Institute of Technology
Sapporo, Japan
(He taught at high schools for 30 years, during which he conducted a great
deal of research and experiments in teaching listening comprehension. Now
he teaches at the college.)
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APPENDIX C

First Letter to Delphi Panel Members
September 10, 1992

Dear
Thank you for agreeing to help me with my study. As you know I am a
doctoral candidate in Adult Education at Oregon State University. The goal
of the study is to develop and test a model for using video materials to
promote listening comprehension of Japanese learners of English,
particularly high school and college students.
Your participation as a member of the Delphi panel for this study is most
important. The Delphi technique will be used to establish validity of the
model. Information will be collected from panel members in the following
manner:

Round 1: The researcher will provide each panel member with the
theoretical framework for listening comprehension, flowchart of
the 9-step model, and a questionnaire. Each panel member will
read the theoretical framework, then read the objectives and
procedures of the model and complete the questionnaire. In the
afternoon of Friday, Sept. 25th, the researcher will contact each
panel member to answer any questions and arrange for collection
of responses.

Round 2: The researcher will provide each panel member with a
summary of responses from round 1 and a second questionnaire,
including instructions for its return. After reviewing the
summary, each panel member will complete the questionnaire,
which is expected to take only 10 minutes. The questionnaire will
be collected in one week's time.
I expect use of successive questionnaires and feedback will produce closer
consensus among the judgments of the experts. After analyzing the collective
responses, I will revise the model, if necessary, and then field test it. You will
receive a copy of the final model and a report on the field testing.

Again, thank you very much.

Hiroshi Takahashi
Enclosures: theoretical framework, model, questionnaire
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APPENDIX D

Delphi Panel Questionnaire -- Round One
A Model for Effective Use of Video Materials to Develop
Listening Comprehension of Japanese Learners of English

DELPHI PANEL QUESTIONNAIRE -- ROUND ONE

Instructions:
1. Read the theoretical framework for promoting listening comprehension.
2. Read the objectives and procedures for each step of the 9-step model.
3. Complete the questionnaire. For each step, circle one response.
a. Circle RETAIN if you think that the objectives/procedures are
appropriate as they are, no change is required.
b. Circle DELETE if you think that the entire step is not appropriate.
c. Circle MODIFY if you think that the objectives and procedures
need to be changed in any way. In the space provided, indicate
what you think should be changed and why. Try to be brief but use
additional paper if necessary.

Step 1. Preparation

Step 2. Watch & Listen (1)

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

Step 3. Check on Understanding (1)....RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY
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Step 4. Watch & Listen (2)

Step 5. Check on Understanding (2)

Step 6. Watch & Listen (3)

Step 7. Check on Detailed Listening

Step 8. Flexible Activity

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

RETAIN

RETAIN

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

DELETE

MODIFY

DELETE

MODIFY
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Step 9. Consolidation

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

OTHER COMMENTS? If you think step(s) should be added, please describe.
What sort of activity? Where should it be inserted? You are welcome to use
this space for your comments and suggestions.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE!!!
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Delphi Panel Questionnaire - Two
A Model for Effective Use of Video Materials to Develop
Listening Comprehension of Japanese Learners of English

DELPHI PANEL QUESTIONNAIRE ROUND TWO

Instructions:
1. Read the summary of responses.
2. Complete this questionnaire. The procedure is the same as in Round
One. For each step, circle one response.
a. Circle RETAIN if you think that the objectives/procedures are
appropriate as they are, no change is required.
b. Circle DELETE if you think that the entire step is not appropriate.
c. Circle MODIFY if you think that the objectives and procedures
need to be changed in any way. In the space provided to indicate
what you think should be changed or added.
3. Use the space on the last page for additional comments.

Step 1. Preparation

Step 2. Watch & Listen (1)

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

Step 3. Check on Understanding (1)....RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY
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Step 4. Watch & Listen (2)

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

Step 5. Check on Understanding (2)

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

Step 6. Watch & Listen (3)

Step 7. Check on Detailed Listening

Step 8. Flexible Activity

RETAIN

RETAIN

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

DELETE

MODIFY

DELETE

MODIFY
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Step 9. Consolidation

RETAIN

DELETE

MODIFY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS IF ANY

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE!!!
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APPENDIX E
Summary of Responses (Round One)

In the Round One, consensus was reached on all steps. The responses
would indicate that only step three should be modified. However, there was
an indication that other steps may need to be modified even though
consensus was for retain as is.
Consensus
Step 1.

Yes -- Retain as is.

Step 2.

Yes -- Retain as is.

Step 3.

Yes -- Modify.

Step 4.

Yes -- Retain as is.

Step 5.

Yes -- Retain as is.

Step 6.

Yes -- Retain as is.

Step 7.

Yes -- Retain as is.

Step 8.

Yes -- Retain as is.

Step 9.

Yes -- Retain as is.

Other comments.

No consensus.

NOTE: An important issue was raised about step modification should a

particular condition exist, for example, time limit. There was no consensus in
this regard but a consensus is desirable. Should the words "may be skipped"
or "optional" follow a step (See Step 8), or should special instructions at the
end of the plan be included, which outline conditional cases?
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Suggestions for Modification and Comments

Suggestions were made by those who responded that the step should be
modified. Other comments were made from those who indicated the step
should be retained as is. If you have comments on a response (agreement

/disagreement), use the space in the questionnaire. Please refer to the
response number (1 to 48).

Step 1. Preparation
Suggestions for modification:
1) Assign pre-listening vocabulary as homework.
2) Assign brief reading as homework.
3) Teacher elicit would be useful. The teacher tries to elicit what class
members know about the subject. What can they express? What grammatical
forms do they lack, and so on?
4) Giving a list of pre-listening vocabulary may not be appropriate,
because encountering unknown words is also important
5) Brief pre-reading might be better avoided. This is a listening
comprehension practice. Print media should be avoided.

Other comments:
6) Another video technique I find quite interesting and inviting to the
students is to have them sit face to face with only one seeing the video (with
no sound) at a time. The one who sees describes to the other. Thus arousing
interest in B and encouraging A to use vocabulary appropriate to the scene,
concept, etc. All vocabulary, actions, etc. are encouraged.
7) Sound-off viewing is not necessary, because students will see the
same sequence three times later. This will save time and will not bore

students.
8) Brief reading might not be appropriate. This is listening practice.
Therefore I would rather differentiate reading from listening clearly.

Step 2. Watch and Listen (1)
Suggestions f modification:
9) Provide a sketchy outline as a guide -- guided note-taking or
outlining (especially since note-taking is a tougher).
10) It might be questionable that students listen to the same sequence
three times.
11) Length of materials should be mentioned.
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Other comments:
12) Why 3x and not lx or 5x? -- dependent upon student skills.
13) This is good as a first Watch and Listen. How about giving 2 or 3
questions before listening?

Step 3. Check on Understanding (1)
Suggestions, for modification:
14) 'Tell me one thing' technique (each student is expected to tell only
one thing ) will work well in this type of activity. The student tries, and the

teacher rephrases. Call on weakest students first, and strongest students
last. Strongest students summarize if possible.
15) Have students do the main idea discussion in pairs or small groups.
16) New words can be introduced in this step instead of in step 1.
17) Careful consideration should be made about the way students
comment on one another's responses.
18) Is any comment acceptable, for example, even on a topic they did
not understand?
19) Because this is a step to grasp the main idea, group discussion and
presentation from each group might be another good idea. Then, go on to the
next step.
20) Students may not be able to answer very well. I would rather have
them write answers in their notebooks either in Japanese or English.

Step 4. Watch and Listen (2)
Suggestions fox modification:

21) Use a doze technique rather than note-taking.
22) Give questions before listening. This will make the difference
between step 2 and step 4 clear.
Other comments:
23) Again (number of times video sequence played) dependent on level
and previous comprehension.
24) I do not see any problem in this step.

Step 5. Check on Understanding (2)
Suggestions for modification:
25) Have students create their own questions and go into pairs to
answer them.

26) It is not appropriate that the teacher just provides answers and
proceeds to the next step. If students cannot answer a question, the teacher
can rephrase the question in easier forms so that the students can answer
themselves.
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27) Give students some time to summarize what they have heard, then
ask questions.

Step 6. Watch and Listen (3)
Suggestions fa modification:
28) What's the real end-goal of this exercise? What's the point of
students being able to transcribe?
29) The real goal of this exercise is not clear.
Other comments:
30) Again I feel # of times played is dependent on many variables.
31) This is a dictation practice. It would be good if students listen to
dialogues without image.

Step 7. Check on Detailed Understanding
Suggestions f. modification:
32) Showing right answers on an OHP and let students check
themselves would be enough.
33) This is a time-consuming step in which students need to check
what they have written, they need to write sentences on the chalkboard, and
also they are required to correct the sentences on the chalkboard. Therefore,
goals for this step should be clearly set beforehand -- to what a degree
students are expected to answer, and in what time limit.

Step 8. Flexible Activity
Suggestions a modification:
34) This can be deleted. If retained, this step should go to the end.
Other comments:
35) This is one of the best activities. Maybe even eliminate steps 6 and
7 in order to have enough time for #8.
36) Use # 8 as a kick off for a homework uniting exercise.
37) Japanese teachers are likely to do options 4 (grammar) and 5
(vocabulary), but option 3 (cultural aspect) is strongly recommended.
38) It may be a little hard for teachers to prepare for this step.

Step 9. Consolidation
Suggestions a modification:
39) Do as an out-of class assignment or small group activity/project.
Other comments:
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40) This is quite all right.
41) 3 and 4 are appropriate.

Overall Comments:
42) Steps 4 and 5 might be omitted should appropriate comprehension
at stage 2 + 3 justify this.
43) Questions and answers for comprehension check is a good way to
do. However, for 11th grade students, it may consume a lot of time (Students
may not be able to comprehend what the teacher asked. They may not know
how to answer, because they are not used to speaking in English. Or they
may be reluctant to speak up in English in public, etc.) it might be necessary
that some alternative ways are prepared along with questions and answers
technique.
44) Thank you for giving me the opportunity to study this model. The
idea of how to conduct a listening comprehension class using TV materials
was clearly shown in your writing. This model will be of great use for the
teachers who are actually teaching every day. Instruction of listening
comprehension is important not only in the new course "Oral-Aural
Communication but also in the existing English I and English II.
One point that should be mentioned in your model is the length of
materials. You did not clarify the length of materials. It was not clear to me if
this was a model for an entire 50-minute class or just for part of that class
period. Objectives for each step and how many times students should be
exposed to dialogues may vary depending upon that condition.
I wrote frankly what I felt about this model. However, there might be
something that was derived from my lack of appreciation of your thesis.
Please be tolerant if that is the case.
45) I really like the idea to show materials with sound off in step 1.
46) I feel a little uneasy about having students listen, at maximum, 11
times.
47) I appreciate that you showed us a good example of teaching
procedures of listening comprehension instruction. I was bold enough to offer
suggestions on step 1 and 3 even though I doubt if I am qualified to do so. I do
not quite agree with the idea of showing learners a list of unfamiliar words
before the first watch & listen. They need to challenge materials which
contain vocabulary they do not know. In step 4 I would like to give some
questions before they listen to dialogues. In this way, they will listen
attentively seeking specific information. I am looking forward to the second
round.
48) This is an excellent research. Procedures of each nine steps are
well constructed upon underlying basic theory. As a whole, I agree to this
model. However, I wanted you to show us an actual instruction procedure
using sample materials. Another thing to be desired was the clarification of
the level of target students.
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Summary of Responses (Round Two)

In the Round Two, consensus was reached on all steps. However,
the responses would indicate that steps five and seven should be modified.

STEP 1
# 1, # 2. I agree with # 1, # 2.
#3, #4, #5, #8. I agree with comments #3, #4, #5, and #8. At first I
thought that vocabulary and reading (if included) should be homework
before. Now I tend to agree with the respondent who says to keep reading
out of this lesson if it is focused on listening comprehension. On the other
hand, since Japanese high school students may be more versed in reading
and vocabulary, then it could make them more comfortable to have
something in print and some vocabulary before (or during) the watching of
the video.
# 2, #5. Teacher must bring the class to the level that is above
comfort zone, below frustration level. Vocabulary expansion is an
important part of increasing listening ability. Teacher must judge level of
class & degree of difficulty of the video, then, teacher must do appropriate
prep so the video is accessible.
# 6. It is possible to make some still photos of key scenes in the
video, then have one student describe the still to another, the exercise
could substitute for pre-reading very successfully.
#6. I like comment #6. This is like an information-gap exercise. It
is an excellent listening exercise! As long as both students get to watch
the video the same number of times, since listening comprehension is the
goal, then this AB information-gap is a good idea.
#7. I don't agree with #7. Without sound off you can get the
"anticipatory set" by asking students what they think the video will be
about.
* This is a listening comprehension practice. I don't think we have
to assign pre-listening vocabulary as homework.
#4, #5. I understand #4 and #5 but it is dependent on the amount
of vocabulary you give to the students. Also students' level and the
material...
#5 and #8. Regarding #5 and #8, it is not necessarily inappropriate
to give students some reading material to aid their understanding. It is
necessary to consider the level of the reading material.
#7. I partially agree with comment #7. My concern is whether or
not it is possible to guess the conversation related to the scene. If the
scene is only to show the setting of a conversation, then an explanation by
the teacher would be enough.
* If they do not understand it after viewing it 3 times, we need to
show it some more times. Therefore, sound-off viewing is not necessary.
How about giving students a question after each viewing. For instance,
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"Where were they?" for the first viewing and "Who was a short lady, and
who was a big guy?" for the second viewing. This way, you can check their
understanding in progressively more in detail as you proceed with the
lesson.

STEP 2
#9. I agree with #9 comment, could be helpful but best used 2nd or
3rd times.
#9. I think maybe the doze or sketchy outline could go into step 4.
#9, #13. I agree that the students need to be given a focus. They
need to listen for specific things. Bloom's taxonomy (cognitive) can be
used to make the tasks progressively more difficult.
a) Listen for times, dates, numbers etc.
b) Listen for two facts, combine to reach conclusion.
e.g. the dress cost $20.
the shoes cost $50.
How much did John spend? etc.
#10, #12. A good, short video with subject matter that interests
students can be played many times. A dull video that is too long is not
worth showing even once.
#10. I don't agree with comment #10 - most basic level Japanese
students (in listening) need at least 3 playing of a video clip to get the
idea.
#11. I agree with #11 - since it is unclear how long a clip is being
used and how long the class is, it is difficult to make totally constructive
comments. (Since you know what video you're using, included some
suggested length of clips - what works, what doesn't. Lower students can't
handle much more than 5 minutes max!!!).
* How about preparing 1 or 2 overall questions.

STEP 3
#14. I think comment #14 is a good idea. Then students can follow
up with #15 and #19. I feel strongly that to keep the class less "teachercentered." The group/pair should be added to this model lesson. Using
pairs + group takes away some of the concern about personal risk.
Japanese students are often very hesitant to express individual
ideas/opinions openly-presenting pair/group responses lowers the risk
factor.
#14, #17, #19, #20 are all appropriate to instruction or activities all helpful suggestions.
#18. No/answers responses should be appreciate.
#20. I strongly disagree with comment #20. This is a listening (and
may be to certain extent speaking) class.
* It may be all right to have students write answers in their
notebooks, but it may consume too much time. The question is how to
check their understanding. Questions and answers might be better.
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* At the end of the procedures, letting the students listen to the
conversation again is useful so they can check their understanding.
#14. Desirable in actual classroom teaching.
#15. I agree with suggestion #15. This saves time, and students
can do their activity with a relaxed feeling.
#15 and #19 are good ideas.
#20. I don't quite agree with suggestion #20. We must be tolerant of
the students' poor answers. It would be good to give them time to think
and help them comprehend by using suggestings #14, #15, and #19.

STEP 4
#21. I agree with comment #21. Note-taking is a difficult/highorder skill that requires special instruction and may detract from
immediate purpose of this lesson. This is a place for a doze (see
suggestion #9) or guided, sketchy outline.
#22. I agree with suggestion #22.
* Are some questions given before listening?
* Cloze technique is for detailed listening. It is too early for this
step. Why don't you give another 1 or 2 overall questions?

Step 5
#25 27. Agree. All can be useful approaches.
#25. I strongly agree with suggestion #25 - the only change would
be to have the group/pairs make their own questions, then answer them.
Then the teacher can ask his/her own questions and see how the students
do in terms of comprehension. Questions generated by a student himself
are generally never more meaningful than those imposed by a teacher.
This helps create critical thinking skills.
* I would not play the tape again at this point. By now it has been
played five times -- but this will depend on the ability of the class.

STEP 6
#28, #29. Disagree. This is not transcription. Dictation helps
students clarify and fix what they've heard. It forces students to be
precise about what they think they've heard. It can reveal problems and
mistakes efficiently, especially for large classes.
#28, #29. I strongly agree with suggestions #28+#29. As I recall, I
suggested that this could be the place for "guided note-taking". I strongly
question the reasoning behind asking students to transcribe. If you still
insist on transcribing, I'd like some documentation on its pedagogic
validity.
* Retain by all means.
* I think that #28, $#29 were derived between the relation between
a specific sentence and the whole dialogue were not clear. The goal of this
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model is to improve aural skills. We should not give students an
impression that they do no comprehend if they cannot comprehend every
sound they hear.

Step 7
#32. I agree - using OHP would be more efficient than board work.
* Is this a grammar lesson or listening comprehension? I agree
with comments #32, #33. If you follow suggestions for step 6 above, you
use this time to check their note-taking skills. Guided note taking is a
much more valuable skill than transcribing. As a native speaker, I'd have
a hard time transcribing normal speed speaking from video.
* We need to let the students give a written test later.

Step 8
#34. Disagree. A useful, reinforcing activity.
#35,#36. I strongly agree with comments #35 and #36. This is one
of the most interesting steps.
#38. I agree with #38, but I think if teachers give students extra
time (out of class), this could be the opportunity for students to synthesize
their understanding and cultivate learning from video.
#45, #47, #48. Agree. Good approaches.

STEP 9
#39. I agree with #39, but if not possible, then comment #40 is
good.

* (Question) Do you let students listen again in this step?

ADDITIONAL COMMENT
* Class size and student level are major elements that contribute to
making this model effective. Number of repetitions will not be a problem
as long as students feel that they are improving their listening
comprehension each time. In my case, I usually let them listen more than
10 times.
* Dependent on students' understanding levels, we can play the
video without vision (for instance, between step 4 and 5) so that students
can concentrate only on the sound. I have a minor concern that students
may be so attracted to the vision that they may miss some sound
comprehension, but this is too small of a concern to modify the step.
* I didn't have a chance to observe the actual teaching. I quite
agree with #44.
* I have recommended the following technique: Let students listen
to a tape 1 to 2 times. When they understand a word, they should say it
aloud and record it on the chalkboard. Then let them guess the content of
the dialogue based on the word list from the board.
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APPENDIX F
Objectives and Core Procedures for
Each Step in the Proposed Model

Step 1. Preparation
Objectives:

1. To let students know what they are going to do and learn in this
class period.
2. To get them ready for the lesson.
3. To arouse their interest in lesson.
Procedures:
1. Teacher briefly explains lesson,.
2. He/she conducts activity that will help students be ready to do
lesson.
Sample options:
Teacher may choose one of the following activities.
1. Viewing of video sequence with sound-off. This is intended to give
students an idea about the video before they listen to the dialogue and to

arouse their interest.
2. Review of vocabulary which they will hear used in the sequence.
3. Brief reading which will help the students understand the dialogue
they will be listening to.
4. Brief talk by teacher, related to the video sequence they are going to
watch and listen to.
5. Other.

Step 2. Watch and Listen (1)
Objective:

1. To help students comprehend main ideas of the conversation in the
sequence.
Procedures:
1. Teacher tells the students that they will watch and listen to the
video sequence three times.
2. He/she tells the students to try to grasp the main ideas of the
sequence without paying too much attention to detailed parts.
3. He/she tells them that they can take notes while listening, but
encourages them not to do so word by word.
4. He/she plays the video sequence without stopping, during which
time he/she observes and estimates the degree of students' understanding.
This procedure is repeated two more times.
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Step 3. Check on Understanding (1)
Objective:

1. To assess how well the students understood the conversation.

procedures:
1. Teacher asks the students how well they understood / what the
conversation was about.
2. He/she encourages students to discuss what they think the main
ideas are, by calling upon students to speak up and then asking other
students to comment on their responses. The teacher tries to be a facilitator
and does not reject anything they say. If some students disagree with a
response, the teacher asks them what they think, but does not say whether
their answer is right or wrong.
3. If it is obvious that they understood very little, the teacher gives
suggestions and lets them listen to the conversation again.

Step 4. Watch and Listen (2)
Objectives :

step.

1. To help students comprehend what they missed in the previous

2. To get students prepared to describe a general idea of the dialogue.
3. To get students prepared to answer questions in English.

Procedures:
1. The teacher tells the students they will watch and listen to the
video sequence two more times.
2. Before playing, the teacher gives the questions he/she is going to
ask after the watching and tells them they should be prepared to answer in
English.
3. He/she tells them that they can take notes while listening.
4/ He/she plays the video twice without comment.

Step 5. Check on Understanding (2)
Objectives:

1. To assess how well the students understood the dialogue.
2. To give students opportunities to respond to questions in English.
Procedures:
1. The teacher prepares a series of questions beforehand so that the
answers reveal the general idea of the conversation.
2. The teacher asks the questions in English about what the students
heard in step 4.
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3. He/she first asks a question, repeats it, and then invites volunteers
to answer. If no one volunteers, the teacher calls on someone to answer.
4. If there is dialogue nobody seems to understand, the teacher
rewinds the tape and plays that part again. After replay if nobody can
answer the question(s), the teacher gives the answer(s) and goes on to the
next step.

Step 6. Watch and Listen (3)
Objectives:
1. To have students comprehend specific sentences precisely.

2. To have them practice writing down correctly what they hear.
Procedures:
1. Teacher tells the students that a portion or portions of dialogue will
be played three times.
2. He/she instructs them to listen carefully and not write during the
first listening. This lets them concentrate on the message of the dialogue.
3. He/she plays the video sequence one time.
4. Before the second listening, he/she tells them to write down what
they hear, word for word. He/she also tells them that the tape will be
stopped after each sentence to give them time to write down what they have
heard.
4. Before the third listening, he/she tells them that the tape will be
played again so they can check what they have written.
5. If necessary, the teacher plays the tape several more times.

Step 7: Check on Detailed Listening
Objectives
1. To check how accurately the students comprehended the
dialogue(s).

2. To give the students opportunities to write English sentences

correctly.

Procedures:
1. Teacher asks two students to write the sentences they transcribed
in step 6, on the chalk board.
2. Teacher asks the other students whether the sentences are correctly
written. If they are not, the students are to correct the sentences orally and
the teacher will write their corrections on the board.
3. If students are not able to complete corrections themselves, the
teacher plays the part again and gives some explanations so that students
can check themselves.
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Step 8. Flexible Activity
Objectives:

1. To avoid a routine procedure of lesson. Creative teachers can invent
any activity that would be interesting to the students.
2. To offer another activity besides listening practice.
Procedures:
1. Teacher conducts activity.
Sample Options:
1. Showing realia related to this lesson.
2. Newspaper articles, pictures, statistical information, songs, etc.
related to the topic.
3. Discussion on cultural differences.
4. Grammar explanations and practice.
5. Vocabulary buildup by adding words related to the topic.

Step 9. Consolidation
Objective:

1. To confirm what the students learned in this period.

step.

Procedures:
1. Teacher describes what the students did during the period, step by

2. He/she asks the students to identify the parts they found difficult to

comprehend.

3. He/she has students review new vocabulary, important sentence
patterns or grammatical points, colloquial expressions, and so on.
4. He/she has them recall what they have learned about nonlinguistic
elements such as characteristics of American life and cultural differences.
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APPENDIX G

Lesson Plan
1. Date: Thursday, October 15th, 1992
2. Class: A 1st year class, Sapporo Moiwa High School
3. Material: Kindergarten Cop (1 minute and 30 second sequence)
4. Equipment: Video deck/ television monitors/ remote controller
5. Other aides: Chalkboard/ student worksheet/ script of the sequence/
questionnaire
6. Overall objectives of the lesson. After the completion of the lesson, the
students should be able to:
1) Comprehend general ideas of the dialogue which they could not at
the beginning of the lesson.
2) Answer the following questions.
a. Where were the characters?
b. Who were the woman and the man?
c. What was the woman doing?
d. What did the want to know?
e. Where did the girl want to go?
3) Comprehend and write the following two sentences.
a. How many of you were born in Astoria?
b. I want to have them answered immediately.
4) Sentence structure, "have + objective + past participle."
5) Tell the institutional differences between American and Japanese
kindergartens.
7. Specific objectives of each step and its procedures

Step 1. Preparation
Objectives:

1. To let students know what they are going to do and learn during the
class period.
2. To get them ready for the lesson.

3. To arouse their interest in lesson.

Procedures:
1. Teacher briefly explains lesson.
2. Viewing of video sequence with sound-off. This is intended to give
students an idea about the video before they listen to the dialogue and to
arouse their interest.

Step 2. Watch and Listen (1)
Objective:

1. To help students comprehend main ideas of the conversation in the
sequence.
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Procedures:
1. Teacher tells the students that they will watch and listen to the
video sequence three times.
2. He/she tells the students to try to grasp the main ideas of the
sequence without paying too much attention to detailed parts.
3. He/she tells them that they can take notes while listening, but
encourages them not do so word by word.
4. He/she plays the video sequence without stopping, during which
time he/she observes and estimates the degree of students' understanding.
This procedure is repeated two more times.
5. He/she tells them to answer question # 1 in the questionnaire.

Step 3. Check on Understanding (1)
Objective:

1. To assess how well the students understood the conversation.

Procedures:
1. Teacher asks the students how well they understood / what the
conversation was about.
2. He/she encourages students to discuss what they think the main
ideas are, by calling upon students to speak up and then asking other
students to comment on their responses. The teacher tries to be a facilitator
and does not reject anything they say. If some students disagree with a
response, the teacher asks them what they think, but does not say whether
their answer is right or wrong.
3. If it is obvious that they understood very little, the teacher gives
suggestions and lets them listen to conversation again.

Step 4. Watch and Listen (2)
Objectives :

step.

1. To help students comprehend what they missed in the previous

2. To get students prepared to describe a general idea of the dialogue.
3. To get students prepared to answer questions in English.

Procedures:
1. The teacher tells the students they will watch and listen to the
video sequence two more times.
2. Before playing, the teacher gives the following questions he/she is
going to ask after the watching, and tells them they should be prepared to
answer in English.

a. Where are the characters?
b. Who are the woman and the man?
c. What is the woman doing?
d. What does the man want to know?
e. Where does the girl want to go?
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3. He/she tells them that they can take notes while listening.
4. He/she plays the video twice without comment.

Step 5. Check on Understanding (2)
Objectives:

1. To assess how well the students understood the dialogue.
2. To give students opportunities to respond to questions in English.
Procedures:
1. The teacher asks the above questions in English what the students
heard in step 4.
2. He/she first asks a question, repeats it, and then invites volunteers
to answer. If no one volunteers, the teacher calls on someone to answer.
3. If there is dialogue nobody seems to understand, the teacher
rewinds the tape and plays that part again. After replay if nobody can
answer the question(s), the teacher gives the answer(s) and goes on to the
next step.

Step 6. Watch and Listen (3)
Objectives:
1. To have students comprehend specific sentences precisely.

2. To have them practice writing down correctly what they hear.
Procedures:
1. Teacher tells the students that two sentences in the dialogue will be
played three times.
a. How many of you were born in Astoria?
b. I want to have them answered immediately.

2. He/she instructs them to listen carefully and not write during the
first listening. This lets them concentrate on the message of the dialogue.
3. He/she plays the video sequence one time.
4. Before the second listening, he/she tells them to write down what
they hear, word for word. He/she also tells them that the tape will be
stopped after each sentence to give them time to write down what they have
heard.
4. Before the third listening, he/she tells them that the tape will be
played again so they can check what they have written.
5. If necessary, the teacher plays the tape several more times.

Step 7: Check on Detailed Listening
Objectives
1. To check how accurately the students comprehended the dialogues.
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2. To give the students opportunities to write English sentences

correctly.

Procedures:
1. Teacher asks two students to write the sentences they transcribed
in step 6, on the chalk board.
2. Teacher asks the other students whether the sentences are correctly
written. If they are not, the students are to correct the sentences orally and
the teacher will write their corrections on the board.
3. If students are not able to complete corrections themselves, the
teacher plays the part again and gives some explanations so that students
can check themselves.

Step 8. flexible Activity
Objective:

1. To offer anolther activity besides listening practice.

Procedures:
1. Explanation of the institutional differences between American and

Japanese kindergartens.
2. Explanation of the following sentence structure:
a. I want to have them answered immediately.
b. I had my hair cut.
c.

I was blown off my hat (correct the error).

Step 9. Consolidation
Objective:

1. To confirm what the students learned in this period.

step.

Procedures:
1. Teacher describes what the students did during this period, step by

2. He/she asks the students to identify the parts they found difficult to

comprehend.
3. He/she has students review new vocabulary, important sentence
patterns or grammatical points, colloquial expressions, and so on.

4. He/she has them recall what they have learned about nonlinguistic
elements such as characteristics of American life and cultural differences.
5. He/she tells the students to complete the questionnaire and hand in.
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APPENDIX H

Student Questionnaire
Thank you for participating in the lesson today. Your comments are
important to improve the teaching of listening comprehension. Please give your
frank impressions and comments on the lesson.

1. How well did you understand the dialogue at the end of

1

2

3

4

5

2. How well did you understand the dialogue at the end of

1

2

3

4

5

3. How much do you like learning English? (1= not at all;

1

2

3

4

5

4. How much did you like today's lesson? (1 = poor; 2 = fair;

1

2

3

4

5

5. Do you think your comprehension will improve if you
continue lessons like the one today?

1

2

3

4

5

step 2?(1 . not at all; 2 = a little; 3 = some; 4 = well; 5 = very well)
step 9?(1 = not at all; 2 = a little; 3 = some; 4 = well; 5 = very well)
2 = a little; 3 = somewhat; 4 = much; 5 = very much)
3 = good; 4 = very good; 5 = excellent)

(1= not at all; 2 = a little; 3 = some; 4 = strongly; 5 = very strongly)

6. What was the part you liked best in today's lesson?
7. What was the part you did not like in today's lesson?
8. Please describe one or two things you learned in today's lesson?

9. What English skill would you like to learn? Please show the order of your
preference by number. Please specify if you chose other.
(
) Listening
(
) Speaking
(
) Reading
(
) Writing
(
) Other
10. What kind of learning materials do you like in a listening comprehension
lesson? Circle one or more.
1. Audio tapes attatched to your English textbooks 2. Audio/video tapes
made for language instruction
3. Movie/TV programs
4. Other (please specify)
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APPENDIX I

Teacher Questionnaire
Thank you for conducting/observing the lesson. Your comments are important
to improve the teaching of listening comprehension. Please give your frank impressions and comments on the lesson.

1. How do you rate today's lesson as a whole?

(1 = poor; 2 = fair; 3 = good; 4 = very good; 5 = excellent)

2.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

What was the part you liked best in today's lesson?

3. What was the part you did not like in today's lesson?
4.

Do you think the student's listening comprehension
will improve if they continue to have this type of lesson?
(1 = not at all; 2 = a little; 3 = some; 4 = strongly; 5 = very strongly)

5.

What would you have done differently or in addition?

6.

What do you think of video as teaching material for listening comprehension?

7.

What kinds of teaching materials would you prefer for listening comprehension
lesson?

8. What difficulties do you foresee in using video as teaching material?

9.

Any other comments or suggestions would be most appreciated.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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A Check List for Video Material Selection

Item

Check point

1. Interest

Is it interesting to your students?

2. Content

Is the content appropriate
for your students?

3. Vocabulary

Is it a little beyond their level?

4. Length

Is the sequence of
appropriate length?

5. Language level

Is it too fast, too specific,
too strong accented?

6. Language item

Does it include good
language items?

7. Culture

Does it have an informative cultural
aspect of the target language?

